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Abstract

In pace with a growing awareness of sustainability, companies have started to adapt this concept into their corporate strategies. But today’s lack of a common understanding of the concept based upon the specific industry and resources available, results in segmented and dispersed strategies. If businesses can realise what distinguishes perceptions of sustainability between industries and countries, the path towards a common understanding of the concept and mutual contributions to it will be considerably improved.

In order to investigate these different approaches, a case study is conducted, focusing on an international logistics chain of a Swedish trading company within the forest industry. Findings suggest three major aspects causing variation in the perception of sustainability. Primarily, sustainability’s long-term orientation is problematic to adapt in Brazil. Rather, a short-term vision dominates people’s perceptions, which in a business context means that profits and costs are the only important drivers. In Sweden, businesses have reached a next stage where consideration to sustainability is crucial for survival. Secondly, sustainability actions are stakeholder driven, where customers are the strongest force for changes and therefore cause imbalances due to their different impacts. Thirdly, poor institutional management complicates processes of sustainability.

Despite significant discrepancies among the countries, a unification of standards towards sustainability for all actors within a logistics chain is not only desired from interviewed parties, but may also stand as a potential solution to how overall efficiency of sustainability is founded.
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“Not only is the concept poorly understood, its content is dispersed among industries and actors, which lead to interpretative discrepancies that harm the overall development of sustainability”

(interview with Ingrid Maria Öberg and Vivian Merola)

“Because sustainability has to be sustainable. Right?”

(interview with Mario Veraldo)

1. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the topic of this thesis for the reader. A necessary background is presented as well as the current problem area. After that, the research purpose and questions are stated. The chapter also contains a section of argumentation for why the applied countries have been chosen. Not to be forgotten, limitations in the research are discussed followed by a disposition of the thesis as such.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Sustainability as a business tool

In pace with a growing awareness of sustainability issues, companies have started to adapt the concept into their corporate strategies. To some extent, the implementations are obligated with governments as the enforcing institutions. However, more often companies set sustainability goals themselves, in order to meet external demands coming from a growing number of concerned stakeholders and to ensure staying in business. As a matter of fact, there has been an attitudinal shift towards the importance of sustainability strategies in businesses over the recent years. The viewpoint of perceiving sustainability actions as costly, time consuming and non-value-adding appears to be decreasing. Rather, a majority of today’s businesses consider the concept an important contributor to the firm-specific competitive advantage. Furthermore, several companies indicate that the sooner sustainability goals are implemented in the business strategy, the more concrete benefits will be obtained (Haanes et al. 2012).
In order to develop sufficient sustainability strategies, it is of a high importance to define this phenomenon. To trace the roots of the definition of sustainability, it is relevant to refer to the Brundtland report (UN 1987), where sustainable development was formulated as “[…] development that meets the need of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. Since then this definition has been widely used in research articles. In the beginning, however, the major concern was addressed to the efficient usage of natural resources. This approach has then evolved to a consideration of various stakeholders that a company has to deal with and the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) was developed. The World Business Council for Sustainable Development offers following explanation (WBCSD 1998, p.3): "Corporate Social Responsibility is the continuing commitment by business to contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the community and society at large." Despite the fact that CSR is often seen as a credible strategy, there is still an issue of inconsistency between what is said to be done and what is actually done. Several companies are proactive in establishing aspirational goals but when it comes to actual actions taken, the results come off as mediocre, if not poor (Kiron et al. 2013).

1.1.2 National context of sustainability

How sustainably companies operate depends on the environment, where they do business. A combination of economic, political and social dimensions of the country forms the conditions for sustainable development. Traditionally, European conditions are seen as favourable, considering a strong involvement of governmental institutions, which shape corporate responsibilities of a company (Carbone et al. 2012). However, emerging economies are now catching up and increasing their commitment to sustainability at higher rates than the developed Western world. This trend can be explained by the need to deal with environmental degradation in developing areas (Haanes et al. 2012). Due to changes in the geography of trade, new economic growth centers now relocate to the developing countries. As a result, this entails increased interest in logistics chains that involve trade with emerging markets, and in sustainability issues that arise as a consequence of growing economies (Wilmsmeier 2013).
1.1.3 Logistics and sustainability
It is evident that logistics has a strategic importance for running many businesses, but at the same time it is significant a contributor to CO2 emissions worldwide. As a result, main sustainability changes take place in the field of logistics and many companies struggle to implement sustainable practices into their transport and distribution systems (Appel et al. 2010). As the economy grows, a need for transport increases respectively, and this need has to be fulfilled in an efficient and effective manner, which is not an easy task for logisticians. It is often said that logistics’ responsibility is to deliver the right item at the right place, time, price, condition and quality (Bidgoli 2010). As it was mentioned, managers put sustainability on the agenda and a company has to integrate green practices in such a way, that they do not compromise overall efficiency. However, sustainable logistics is usually associated solely with the transport segment and many companies fail to employ a broad-base logistics perspective (Rodrigue et al. 2013). For example, the firm may focus on reducing energy consumption in one particular segment, or it can reconsider the whole transport chain and implement, for instance, co-modality, where less polluting transport modes will be used (Monnet & Le Net 2011).

1.2 Problem discussion
As it can be concluded from the text above, sustainability is indeed of a high importance nowadays and it is accompanied by a number of issues important to raise. To start with, sustainability is often perceived as a general academic concept associated with costs and obligations. Also, when the sustainability components are unclear, it is difficult for businesses to efficiently implement it (Muller & Kolk 2009). A vast variety of definitions can be found in the business world as well as in the academic literature. Even though the essence of the concept basically remains similar, there is a lack of standardized approaches towards sustainability (Appel et al. 2010). This consequence is particularly problematic to deal with in logistics chains that involve various actors integrating sustainability strategies in accordance with their own experience, beliefs and stakeholder pressure to mention a few aspects. Therefore, to evaluate and measure sustainability in a chain with multiple actors is a complex process since all actors have their own way of interpreting the concept (Rodrigue et al. 2013).
In order to understand how and why these approaches vary, a comparative perspective is required. Sustainability research lacks efficient comparative analysis in the academic literature, which partly can be explained by the absence of a unified approach. Because of that, it is suggested to further investigate what impact country and industry specifications have on sustainable performance (Carbone et al. 2012; Williams & Aguilera 2006). Today’s research examines sustainability approaches in different countries, but it tends to lean towards the Western world or Asia (Maignan & Ralston 2002; Muller & Kolk 2009). Thus, Southern trade patterns seem to be forgotten, making findings somewhat limited. Furthermore, Campbell (2007) stresses the gap in research of concrete reasons for differences in perceptions from a country perspective and suggests research to be directed towards that. As a final remark, there is no sufficient information in the academic literature about what the consequences of this non-standardised approach are. Understanding these consequences, along with possible coordination issues and problems with measurability indicators, could serve as an important outcome for various companies as well as the academic world.

1.3 Research purpose and questions

Based on the presented background and problem discussion, the research purpose is defined: The study aims to investigate differences between actors’ approaches towards sustainability along the international logistics chain as well as implications of these differences. In order to examine this, the following main research question is formulated:

RQ: What are the reasons for different understanding of sustainability in the international logistics chain?

In order to answer this question, it is essential to discuss how sustainability perceptions and strategies vary in the logistics chain and what influences companies’ decision about sustainability. When having access to this information, a comparison between different actors in different countries will be possible to conduct. Having understood the nature of different approaches, it is relevant to identify the impact of a non-standardised approach on the overall efficiency of the logistics chain. Hence, the next question, formulated as a sub-question in order to emphasize its dependence, is:
**1.4 Reasons for choosing Brazil and Sweden**

Because of sustainability’s international relevance, practically any countries could be used in comparison and still generate applicable results. But as stated earlier, north-southern trade paths are somewhat forgotten and to make a fair contribution to the academic literature, this pattern has been chosen to investigate. In specific, Brazil and Sweden have been targeted in this study and the reason for that rests upon a solid base of argumentation. Sweden has a global advantage in sustainable development and the country, together with other Nordic nations, is often used as a benchmark when actions regarding sustainability are discussed (Environmental leader 2013). Furthermore, Sweden has a well-developed regulative climate not only regarding environmental issues but also regarding social aspect, which makes it a country far in the process of implementing sustainability in society (Roberco 2013). The fact that both authors live in Sweden makes the country convenient to chooses and the process of interviewing people becomes remarkably easier.

The choice in favor of Brazil for the comparison has another foundation. The primary reason is its status as an emerging market with a remarkable growth in GDP (UNCTAD 2013). With such development, one can conclude that the sustainability adaption may be in a developing phase as well, making it interesting to investigate and compare to one of the “leaders”. In addition, as of 2013, Brazil was Sweden’s 21th most important export destination with roughly 1% of Swedish import. It may not seem too remarkable but considering that Brazil is the only Latin American country represented on Sweden’s top 30 list of exporting nations, it captures interest to be investigated (SCB 2014).

Between the countries, forest products are among the most frequently traded goods (Badecel 2014), serving as twofold argument for our choice of countries and company: The Swedish firm Elof Hansson, operating as a trading house in the forest industry. Its international logistics chain will be targeted in this case study.
1.5 Limitations

The research will inevitably be associated with certain limitations, which are important to highlight. To start with, the focus will lie upon the trade and logistics chain of one company. Therefore, only those actors that are involved in its logistics process are investigated. However, some external actors will be consulted for comparative purposes as well as in order to gain a more comprehensive view. The number of actors in every link of the logistics chain is relatively small, which may complicate comparative processes between these links. Besides, logistics providers that are examined in the thesis are large enterprises, who have a good expertise in sustainability issues. Thus, the perspective of smaller logistics companies is not taken into consideration. Furthermore, emissions of various kind as well as their impact on the environment will be omitted in the text, since a more general approach is prioritized. Finally, representatives of suppliers and customers are not included in the chain, however, they are often discussed and referred to by other companies in the study.

1.6 Disposition

For the better understanding of the research structure, a brief presentation of what the thesis consists of is formed in this section. Firstly, the chapter with theoretical framework is set, which serves as the thesis’ knowledge foundation, where important concepts are defined and a framework for gathering the empirical data is presented. Further, methodology chapter leads the reader directly into how the thesis is conducted and what the settings to it look like. After that, all empirical findings are collected, which mainly consist of material obtained from interviews. Then, the analysis section deals with earlier material presented in connection with established theory. Strategically, this chapter leads towards the conclusion part and suggestions for further investigation.
2. Theory

In this chapter, the theoretical framework will be presented. A logical order is organized where the reader, with the earlier problem discussion in mind, can follow the issues of sustainability raised from a primary stage. Not only sustainability and its contents will be discussed, the later section in this chapter will head towards stakeholder and institutional theories as well as business strategy perspective and measurement issues that arise due to complexity of the sustainability concept.

2.1 Sustainability as multifaceted phenomenon

The discussion about diversity in terminology of sustainability started in the introductory chapter of the paper. As noticed by Bretzke and Barkawi (2013, p.3), “You cannot design what you cannot define”, it is therefore relevant to observe several various concepts in order to gain understanding of what sustainability actually is.

The issue of scarce resources and a need to consider future generations, sacrificing short-term profits, was addressed long before the Brundtland report (UN 1987) was released. However, Bretzke and Barkawi (2013) argue that approaching sustainability only as a preservation of resources is not sufficient, considering that much of the raw materials do not fall into this category anymore. For example, oil resources will obviously not last long for future generations to fulfil their needs that involve this material. Bretzke and Barkawi (2013) develop their own definition, which suggests naming a system sustainable if it has reached a “desired state”; in other words this system should not be adapted any more, since it is designed in such a way that it meets the requirements, imposed by constantly changing conditions. “Desired state” is dictated by society and the goals of the system. Taking logistics networks as an example, if transport does not fulfil its main responsibility then such a system is not sustainable. Furthermore, “desired state” may come in a form of reduction of consumer demands and claims in order to decrease environmental impact (Bretzke & Barkawi 2013). This definition deserves attention, since it approaches sustainability from the system point of view, however, its complexity may hinder its wide application.

The sustainability concept in the business world is referred to as corporate social responsibility (CSR), which can be depicted by employing well-recognized triple bottom line approach, where three dimensions of CSR are described, namely People, Planet, Profit. The
first category implies business practices that are considerate towards workforce and community, where a company performs. Safety working environment with fair rules and salaries for employees is a typical example. The second side of the triangle deals with environment sustainability, when a company is responsible for reduction of the damage that it causes to the environment. Logistics activities contribute significantly to the ecological footprint and therefore green practices are needed for a company in order to obtain a title of a sustainable enterprise. Finally, as the name of the last category implies, a company should generate profit and thus create an economic value for the society. To sum up, a company should be environmentally friendly, financially secure and comply with social demands in order to develop credible sustainability (Weele 2010). As it can be seen, a company has to balance between interests of different actors and thus, CSR is about treating all stakeholders ethically and responsibly (Hopkins 2011). This will be explained in the stakeholder theory and analysed later in the thesis. Another model to explain sustainability is the CSR pyramid of responsibilities, developed by Carroll (1991), and it consists of the four sequential levels: economic, legal, ethical and philanthropic.

**Figure 1. CSR pyramid of responsibilities**

![CSR pyramid of responsibilities](image)

Source: Carroll (1991, p. 42)
The foundation of the pyramid is economic responsibility of the company and, similarly to the triple bottom line, it implies company’s profitability. Legal responsibilities include compliance with governmental rules and regulations. Ethical side requires a firm to be consistent with societal expectations, whereas philanthropic responsibilities are fulfilled when a company contributes to the quality of life. Contribution can take forms of charity or voluntary work, for instance (Carroll 1991). Analysing this pyramid, Hopkins (2011) pointes out the lack of attention towards external stakeholders. In addition, he claims that legal responsibilities are not always applicable, especially in countries with political instability or corrupted government. Despite this, however, the pyramid model of Carroll gave rise to a substantial number of various CSR theories (Hopkins 2011). It is remarkable that responsibilities appear as a reflection mechanism on various institutions that surround a company. A wide discourse into institutional theory and its impact on organization will be presented further in the paper.

Among other relevant concepts there is so-called corporate citizenship, which may be referred to in different contexts. The term can be understood as a company’s contribution to the local community where it operates, or its involvement on the global level, since there are corporations that have influence on the governmental entities (Carriga & Mele 2004). In any case, this concept highlights aspects of the social part in the triple bottom line, leaving aside the corporates’ focus on profitability. However, some researchers define corporate citizenship as company’s ability to meet economic goals too, as well as to fulfil expectations from various stakeholders (Post & Berman 2001). This approach blurs boundaries between concepts of corporate citizenship and CSR. The boundaries between CSR and corporate responsibility (CR) are loose as well, since the former term advocates that a company has responsibilities in the society, similar to CSR. The discussion about diversity in sustainability concepts can obviously be continued, but it will be paused here, since the essence of this phenomenon is understood. For a company to be sustainable, it should balance between environmental, economic and social responsibilities, equally considering interests of its stakeholders, while preserving its main goals.

2.1.1 Different contexts of sustainability

Dependence of sustainable performance on the national context is apparent and a Western European approach is often benchmarked. Nordic European countries have surpassed southern and eastern member states, where the pressure on companies is not very high and
where corruption hinders sustainable performance (Halme et al. 2009). In addition, different economic systems lead to the situation where different aspects of sustainability are put into focus. For instance, a regulative European system pays much attention to environmental issues, whereas in the USA corporations make more philanthropic contributions (Baughn et al. 2007). However, this discussion mostly concerns developed countries. Regarding emerging markets, the sustainability trend leans towards growing economies, such as Brazil, China and India, where the need to hinder environmental degradation is acute (UN 2007).

A type of an enterprise has also a significant influence on the scope of sustainability practices. Big international corporations are usually in focus, since they may serve as a benchmark in terms of sustainability or as an object for critics. However, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) are often left aside, even though they account for approximately 90 % of the businesses worldwide. This is not surprising, since smaller companies do not possess necessary amount of financial or knowledge resources in order to widely implement sustainable practices (Inyang 2013). The smaller the scale of businesses, the more isolated from each other the three main sustainability aspects become (Kechiche & Soparnot 2012).

Finally, industry type matters when it comes to sustainable performance. According to the study, conducted by Carbone et al. (2012), industries that experienced most pressure from stakeholders and regulations demonstrate better results in CSR practices. Regarding the environmental dimension, most polluting segments, such as transport, achieved good results, while in the social dimension labour-intensive industries, for example textile, have significantly improved their sustainable performance. Besides, segments with proximity to the end customer tend to pay special attention to CSR aspects (Hoepner et al. 2010). Rare studies in the comparative sustainable performance motivate investigating the dependence of a country, industry and company on sustainability. Most research papers are segmented, highlighting only one particular dimension of CSR (Williams & Aguilera 2006). When it comes to cross-cultural analysis, the major focus is often made on legal or institutional aspects of sustainability (Carbone et al. 2012).

2.1.2 Concept of logistics

Similar to the sustainability concept, logistics have many variations in definition and it is sometimes used as interchangeable with transportation and supply chain management. Since these terms will be often referred to in the thesis, it is important to distinguish them.
Transportation can be simply defined as movement of goods that creates time and place utility (Bergqvist 2012). It is a substantial part of logistics, which in turn encompasses other managerial tasks as well. Originated from military science, the concept of logistics has been modified and is now widely applicable in the business environment. The Oxford dictionary (2014) defines logistics as a task to organize and implement complex operations, which is, however, inconsistent with the opinion of the researchers in this field. For instance, Harrison and Van Hoek (2011) differentiate between material and information flows that logistics have to manage in the supply chain but the definition is still broad and omits other important tasks. Sufficient explanation was developed by the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP page) (2013): “Logistics management is that part of the supply chain management that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverse flow and storage of goods, services, and related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements”. Thus, besides transportation, logistics deals also with warehousing, packaging, material handling, inventory management, third party logistics services as well as planning of supply and demand. Managing the return of unwanted goods is also a part of daily operations and is called reversed logistics (CSCMP 2013).

The following figure is a simplified model of the logistics chain, being investigated in this study.

Figure 2. International logistics chain in the study

Source: Own elaboration
Logistics is performed as part of supply chain management, which serves a purpose to create a sufficient and competitive supply base for a company (Weele 2010). Broadly, it is a well-coordinated network of channel partners, from raw material segment to the ultimate consumer. Its major function is to integrate supply and demand in the company and make all actors work in cooperation. In addition to logistics responsibilities, SCM also coordinates, for instance, product design, manufacturing processes and financial services (CSCMP 2013). However, as stated before, SCM is not of primary interest in the paper, since it shifts focus from the research purpose and takes too detailed and time-consuming approach.

2.2 Stakeholder theory

In order to comprehend and fully understand the concept of sustainability, a theoretical framework is needed. Referring to the discussion in the previous chapters, logistics is a network with multiple actors, each of which has its own perception of sustainability and implements its own sustainable strategies. Therefore, it is relevant to approach sustainable logistics from the perspective of the stakeholder theory, which will be a helpful tool to understand how different companies in the logistics chain view sustainability, considering also that sustainability itself is about treating stakeholders properly.

2.2.1. Discussion of the theory

Four academic fields of studies can be said to derive from the stakeholder theory. These are politics, economics, sociology and ethics, which in a narrower division has system theory, corporate social responsibility, corporate planning and organization theory as influencers (Mainardes et al. 2011). This is agreed upon and further explained by the pioneer Freeman (1984), arguing that stakeholder theory specifically comes from an organizational context. He claims companies not to be fully self-sufficient but dependent on the internal and external environment in order to progress. Furthermore, he describes the theory as strategic management of organizations and suggests corporations to consider stakeholder interests before making strategic decisions. In pace with globalization, increased competitiveness and complexity within organizations, this consideration has grown. Thus, stakeholder theory can be explained as a theory, which regards success as the outcome of how well the corporation conducts relations with their stakeholders. At the same time, it explains and pictures the structure and way of operating for the corporation.
There are other approaches towards the theory as well. For example, Tullberg (2011) takes a rather negative standpoint and claims that the stakeholder theory comprises the cooperation issue among important business partners, where interests from both sides need to cohere in order to avoid conflicts. Therefore, it is crucial for contemporary corporations to find out what the most relevant stakeholders are and what interest they may claim, since they will affect the corporation’s survival (Hill & Jones 1998).

Moreover, Donaldson and Preston (1995) argue for the stakeholder theory not to be a single theory but rather a mix of three common theoretical approaches based on descriptive accuracy, instrumental power and normative validity. These approaches describe in what stage a certain external force affects the company. The descriptive layer explains the broader perspective of how the firm is organized, whereas the instrumental part has the purpose to explain how corporate goals are met in a most efficient way. Lastly, the inner layer, normative, identifies the corporations’ philosophical and moral management. What Donaldson and Preston (1995) specifically stress with these layers is that they serve as the cumulative base for what stakeholder theory comprehends. As an extension of this description, the authors further explain what the term stakeholder comprises. This will be examined in the next section.

### 2.2.2 The stakeholder

The term stakeholder has been frequently used over the past decades and is currently not only used to explain business relations; an increasing number of governmental institutions as well as organizations are adopters of the concepts for explaining their relations to the surroundings. Despite the extended usage, the definition of stakeholder and its function remain somewhat spread (Mainardes et al. 2011). According to Donaldson and Preston (1995) stakeholders are groups or persons that claim or have specific interests or ownership on a corporation in past, present and future perspectives. Stakeholders with the same interest and overall aim are categorized in a common group. This way of interlinking stakeholders with the corporations is of further interest for the theory. Clarkson (1995) makes an important contribution to clarification when suggesting that the term stakeholder relations contains three fundamental variables which are (1) the corporation, (2) parties surrounding the corporation and (3) the nature of the corporation-actor relationship. Thus, the variation of what the term stakeholders and what its relations contain is substantial and the definition becomes industry oriented.
A number of authors divide stakeholders in accordance with their importance for the company; namely, primary and secondary stakeholders are distinguished. Clarkson (1995) explains the concepts as subcategories where primary stakeholders have a formal or officially confirmed relationship with the corporation in focus. Secondary stakeholders, on the other hand, do not have any formal contracts but can still substantially affect the corporation. This is further developed by Tullberg (2011), arguing that the stakeholders are grouped as “influencers”, who are crucial for the company’s survival and thus powerful and “claimants” with less power and a rather large chance to become victims of the corporation’s actions. He also argues that it is important for a company to clearly define whether a potential stakeholder is really a stakeholder or just a party with interests, since a corporation can jeopardize its own future survival when neglecting demands of actual stakeholders. Thus, serious considerations are required in the division process.

In order to facilitate the understanding of stakeholders, several researchers have contributed to models illustrating the ongoing relations. In this thesis, the model established by Donaldson and Preston (1995) will be used due to its relevance and comprehensiveness. In a business chain several stakeholders are involved, and the bigger the company is, the more stakeholders may possibly impact the business.

Figure 3. The stakeholder model

Source: Donaldson and Preston (1995)
In this figure, Donaldson and Preston (1995) place the influencers or primary stakeholders in vertical and horizontal lines, which are investors, customers, suppliers and employees. Stakeholders in diagonal, which comprises trade associations, governments, communities and political groups, are thus considered as secondary for a company. To further explain the chosen figure, specific stakeholders and their impact on the business need to be observed. Various types are presented in the following sections.

2.2.2.1 Primary stakeholders

Suppliers
According to Donaldson and Preston (1995), suppliers are regarded as of primary importance and thus have a considerable impact on the corporations’ actions. When it comes to the definition of the concept “supplier”, Garvare and Johansson (2010) make it clear by describing the supplier as organizations or individuals who are relevant in the upstream process of the corporation’s business activity. Suppliers are providers of goods in a crude condition or finished and semi-finished products, prepared to meet the end customer.

Investors
A reasonable assumption regarding the importance of stakeholders may be that the more significant financial input stakeholders contribute with, the stronger their voice will become. Private and institutional stockholders are common examples of this category. Once financial resources have been put into a corporation, the contributor has a legal right to certain claims, impacting the business. Besides stockholders, potential investors and stock exchange markets may also have significant influence on the corporation and affect the financial flow, despite their position as secondary in comparison to intrinsic stockholders (Friedman & Miles 2006).

Employees
Inevitably, employees are a considerable stakeholder. With power to affect the direction of the firm, they have legal claims in the corporation. Thus, they become one of the priorities for the company (Friedman & Miles 2006). When considering employees, Tullberg (2011) goes one step further and argues that managers are even more important due to their executive power and insight into the firm. Freeman et al. (2002) agree upon the managers’ importance and add that they also have a significant responsibility to maintain the relation with other stakeholder groups and to maximize common interests over time.
Customers
The customer may be foremost an important stakeholder, due to its role in income generation (Garvare & Johansson 2010). To stress the importance is rather simple compared to finding a static and agreed definition of what the concept customer comprises. Bergman and Klefsjö (2003) explain a customer as the person that a corporation or organization wishes to create value for, while the Swedish Institute for Quality (SIQ 2002) defines customer as the person, for whom an organization exists. A third definition from Garvare and Johansson (2010) is that customers are the organizations or individuals in the downstream part in the life cycle process of a given product, which means that customers are receivers of the products. In the very end, all authors agree upon and make it clear that the customer is reached in the later part of a value creating process and that its response clearly sets the future for the company.

2.2.2.2 Secondary stakeholders
Communities
Local communities, as well as charity organizations, are considered secondary but can still affect a corporation by, for instance, imposing limitations of expansion plans and can drive lobbying campaigns. But enforcement and claims of these actors are external to the corporation, thus not directly affecting but still important to consider. Hence, a corporation should aim to keep a good relation with these actors, in order to increase the possibility to get demands enforced at present or in the future (Friedman & Miles 2006).

Political groups
Political associations can impose claims and as well drive lobbying campaigns aligned with or against the corporations’ interests. Their direct power to affect a firms’ surrounding and indirect power to affect the firm as such, make the group important to consider. In addition to interests raised by political parties, these stakeholders can serve other interests such as human rights, anti-violation and environmental organizations. Even with a rather limited direct effect on the corporation, claims should be considered by the corporation in order to minimize conflicts of interest and potential boycotts to mention some actions (Friedman & Miles 2006).

Trade associations
In pace with growth in trade, an increased number of actors have an interest in impacting trade. It can be related to tax issues, sales, ways of conducting the business or be directly
market related. Commonly, a corporation cannot choose whether to cohere or not to restrictions from trade associations because of legitimacy. Inevitably, these associations will impact what a company can and cannot do and thus, congruence is of priority to keep the business running smoothly (Friedman & Miles 2006).

Governments
Governments set various standards for a company’s scope of actions by implementing rules and regulations, which are obligated to be complied with. Governmental regulations have the intentions of serving the nations and its citizens in an edifying manner as well as establishing minimum legislative requirements for certain issues. In general, these regulations cover what a corporation does within the domestic area. What happens abroad may not be of the national governments primary interest, even though suggestions and recommendations can be raised (Friedman & Miles 2006).

Even though primary stakeholders can be said to have the determinative impact of a firm, secondary stakeholders should not be neglected, due to their possible future power and ability to impact the firms’ other stakeholders. Indeed, the corporation is required to have a clever and well-planned strategy towards prioritization of interests.

It should be noted, however, that the main idea with the stakeholder model is based upon the assumption that stable relations as well as a less dynamic world are preferred, which is seldom possible to achieve in the reality (Voss et al. 2005). Needs of different groups of stakeholders vary from one industry to another, from one country to another, and in order to fills this gap authors chose institutional theory, which offers explanations for certain company’s behaviour based on institutions that influence organisation. This framework is presented in the following chapter.

2.3 Institutional approach
The main idea behind the theory is that there are a number of particular institutions that shape strategies of organisation and make it act in quite a predictable manner (Scott 1995). In order to understand why companies treat sustainability differently across industries and countries, institutional approach seems to be a relevant option and a sufficient complementary tool to the stakeholder theory. Moreover, Campbell (2007) raises an interesting discussion, when aligning similarly stakeholders and institutional points of view: The company may fulfil basic
requirements for its stakeholders but it may fail to acknowledge its irresponsible behaviour or improve its performance if no institutions are present.

2.3.1 What are institutions?

Institutions encompass rules, regulations, norms, routines, expectations and incentives that impact a company’s performance to a great extent (Matten & Moon 2008). Scott (1995) developed a three-pillar framework, which facilitates better understanding of institutions and their role in business and society in general. According to him, “institutions consist of cognitive, normative, and regulative structures and activities that provide stability and meaning to social behaviour” (Scott 1995, p.33).

To start with, regulative aspects of institutions are the most common ones and establish rules, control compliance with these regulations, incentivise or punish in case of violation (Scott 1995). Only if provisions of these institutions are legitimate and taken for granted, these structured can be called regulative (Clegg & Bailey 2007). Organizations are expected to obey these rules and they do so because of pure profit interest, since if companies do not follow obligatory standards, they risk losing money (Hechter et al. 1990). Normative aspects imply values that are common in the particular environment and, as a result, expectations from individual or organization are based on these values. One example is obtaining various certifications. This action is not necessarily governed by the state, but is dictated by norms in this environment. Finally, the third pillar is a cognitive aspect of institutions. Different roles created by society have major influence, and behaviour that does not fit into the framework of these roles is seen as inappropriate. For example, a firm as a business structure is designated to earn money first and foremost and if no profit is obtained, then it will cease to exist (Scott 1995).

2.3.2 Mechanisms of institutional impact

During this section, it is relevant to discuss such concepts as isomorphism, which is widely used by institutionalists. It arises as a result of institutional impact on organizations and is defined as "a constraining process that forces one unit in a population to resemble other units that face the same set of environmental conditions" (DiMaggio & Powell 1983, p.66).

Three possible ways of how institutions can pressurise organizations can be named. The first mechanism is coercive isomorphism, which is a tool for regulatory institutions. Companies in
this case follow external rules and laws (DiMaggio & Powell 1983). For example, recently many governmental regulations in the field of sustainability have taken place in Europe and companies have no other options but to implement certain sustainable strategies to stay in business (Matten & Moon 2008). The second mechanism is normative and as the name indicates, it corresponds to a normative pillar of institutions. Organizations experience pressure from educational units or professionals, which create a new set of standards. For instance, education in sustainability is gaining more and more importance in Europe and therefore graduates will bring similar frameworks of new sustainable trends, which will have an impact on organizations. Finally, mimetic isomorphism is a common mechanism in the business world and is peculiar to cognitive pillars. When any uncertainty is in place, then companies tend to imitate actions of each other. Such behaviour is also observable, when new standards in industry appear. Firms rush to implement them sometimes without questioning their value. When it comes to such concepts as sustainability, then coercive mechanisms play a major role. However, if the state is not directly involved in certain industries, then a mimic mechanism is the most common one (Jennings & Zandbergen 1995).

The table below demonstrates all named institutional pillars, corresponding to mechanisms as well as indicators of these structures, the basis of compliance and legitimacy.

### Table 1. Pillars of institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis of compliance</th>
<th>Regulative</th>
<th>Normative</th>
<th>Cognitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism</td>
<td>Coercive</td>
<td>Normative</td>
<td>Mimetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators</td>
<td>Rules, laws, sanctions</td>
<td>Certification, accreditation</td>
<td>Prevalence, isomorphism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis of legitimacy</td>
<td>Legally sanctioned</td>
<td>Morally governed</td>
<td>Culturally supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: adapted from Scott (1995, p.35)
2.3.3 Institutionalism and sustainability

One of the tasks of institutionalists is not only to investigate what role institutions can play, but also how an item becomes institutionalised (Jennings & Zandberg 1995). It is of particular interest to apply it to the concept of sustainability. If a certain scheme or term can categorize reality, then this concept and its aspects may be institutionalised to a certain extent. As Jennings and Zandbergen (1995, p.1025) state, “…the more typified and rationalized the concept of "sustainability" becomes, the greater the likelihood that some of its components will be accepted and legitimated by action in society, including business organization”. Translating it to the company environment, it can be said that if a firm has a clear picture of this concept and its components, then the company’s work in this direction is more saturated.

Furthermore, coming back to the Carroll’s pyramid (Carroll 1991, p. 42) (figure1), one can see an evident relationship between a company’s CSR and institutions that impact a particular company. For instance, a firm has to comply with rules and governmental regulations and thus has legal responsibilities, described as coercive institutions. Ethical and philanthropic responsibilities arise as a result of social expectations, that a company should fulfil, referred to as the normative approach. Finally, the basis of pyramid is economic obligations, which can be understood from the perspective of cognitive aspect; as was stated, a firm’s main widely acceptable role is obtaining profit and it is odd to deviate from this role.

2.4 Environmental regulations

Undoubtedly, regulative institutions shape a company’s sustainable performance. Environmental regulations should be highlighted particularly. Considering that most emissions are caused by logistics, it is not surprising that limitations and standards are imposed mostly in this industry. In the international context, differences between environmental regulations can impact trade between countries, since governments may implement standards that are inconsistent in an international perspective (Gurtoo & Antoni 2006). Environmental standards can be classified as mandatory or voluntary. As the name of the first group indicates, companies are obliged to follow these sets of rules. An example of the regulations in the international shipping is the enforcement from the International Maritime Organization (IMO) which develops a number of conventions and regulations, with an aim to minimize the environmental impact of the sea carriers. Though shipping is seen as the least environmentally damaging way of transportation, it is still responsible for negative
outcomes of marine fuels (Stopford 2009). IMO designates sulphur emission control areas (SECA), where shipping companies ought to stick to the allowed emissions level (IMO 2014). Among voluntary standards, environmental management system standards (EMS) is recognised internationally. EMS is a framework to set up and operate management systems in a way, that reduces environmental impact. When a company wants to acquire certification in EMS, then ISO standards are a common approach. The procedures may involve assessing the current state of environmental performance of the company, creating goals for improvements, developing relevant policies and measuring sustainability. A family of standards, ISO 14000, are relevant for logistics operations, since among other things they provide a model to decrease cost of waste management and distribution and save energy (ISO 2014). Additionally, the company dealing with forestry can obtain an FSC-certificate, which is issued by the Forest Stewardship Council. If forestry was handled in a sustainable way, according to standards of this organization, then products can be labelled as FSC-certificated (FSC 2014). Similarly, Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) verifies that sustainable practices were employed in harvesting the forest (PEFC 2014).

2.5 Sustainability as a business strategy

In pace with an increased debate of sustainability, the attention is frequently directed towards corporations. From firms’ early attempts to contribute by decreasing electricity usage and making regular controls of suppliers, the current trend assumes a specific sustainability plan from companies to obligate onto. Naturally, time and capital are crucial components to formulate these strategies, which may have a substantial impact on the corporation. Thus, it is important to discuss the business side of the sustainability concept and raise important arguments for why a company should care about these issues rather sooner than later. It is dealt with in the next section.

2.5.1 Integrating sustainability in the corporation

As sustainability becomes more acknowledged, the need for a well developed and structured plan is crucial. An increasing number of today’s companies are adding sustainability goals to their overall missions to stay in business, which make concepts such as “CSR” not too fuzzy any more. Lorenzo (2011) among several researchers recognizes the trend for an increased involvement in sustainability in the business world. He stresses that sustainability covers not
only environmental but also social and economic factors, and these are set in present, nearest future and longer-term perspectives. One of the major succeeding factors with an established sustainability strategy is, according to Lorenzo (2011), the understanding of it. A corporation must understand their current situation, develop a solid plan for future activities and continuously keep a dialogue with stakeholders in order to constitute proactive work. In order to do it properly, the firm’s leader needs to take an active role in this process and direct the company towards these goals. When doing so, changes can be made faster and the strategy has a greater chance of being followed.

Furthermore, Clifton and Amran (2010), argue that all impacts generated through the firms’ value chain are their responsibility. Hence, these consequences have to be dealt with by corporation and not forwarded to externalities, which has been a common way of avoiding costs related to efforts in the past. As of today, sustainability regulations have been sharpened and it has been difficult for a corporation to ignore these requirements. Because of that, a corporation should start integrating sustainability considerations as soon as possible in order to minimize future costs for neglecting these issues.

Garvare and Johansson (2010) extend the discussion about a corporation’s value chain and argue that economic activities cannot only add value but must be performed in a sustainable way, to ensure life for future generations and maintain the corporations’ chances to survive. When it comes to global issues like sustainability, not only the giant corporations but all types of organizations must obligate to sustainability strategies and comply with stakeholder demands. Furthermore, Garvare and Johansson (2010) define global sustainability as the combination of the natural environment and future generations where organizational sustainability rather comprises only the relation to stakeholders, primary and secondary. Thus, integration of these concepts is required. This is agreed upon by Clifton and Amran (2010), suggesting that the concepts of “sustainability” and “corporation” should be integrated into “sustaining corporation”. This kind of company makes sure and proves a successful combination of holding a corporation running while living up to sustainable world objectives.

2.6 Measuring sustainability

The importance of measurements is undeniable, since this is a platform for improvements and comparisons. Also, presenting results of the logistics performance to the public is a major part
of transparency policy, which creates a good image among the company’s stakeholders. However, a number of issues complicate the efficient measurement of sustainability. Firstly, all three dimensions of triple bottom line are impossible to measure equally and the focus is usually shifted towards environmental aspects. In addition, it is relatively easy to define benefits of logistics changes, but to quantify its damage to the environment is not a simple task and this issue is often ignored (Appel et al. 2010). Further, there is a lack of international standards for measuring sustainability and companies often have to develop their own practices to work in this direction. Lack of data in regard to some parameters in logistics performance hinders measuring of sustainability and it is complicated to collect emissions statistics in door-to-door services, considering a number of external parties involved (Cullinane & Edwards 2010). On the other hand, some researchers argue that there is a big variety of input data and the problem is to select relevant indicators (Kiron et al. 2012).

Clearly, companies pay greater attention to measuring environmental impact than economic and social. Emissions volumes, water and energy use, land waste as well as hazardous material content are examples of indicators of environmental performance. In order to make sufficient calculations, companies tend to segment complex logistics processes into smaller ones and count emissions for each operation and every vehicle, for example (Appel et al. 2010). Regarding economic aspects, transportation cost per unit, defect rate and productivity are some of the key determinants. For social aspects wages, safety training and accidents can stand as indicators (Kiron et al. 2012). Based on this discussion, it should be noted, that it is difficult to present comprehensive framework for measurement of sustainability.

### 2.7 Conceptual framework for an empirical data assessment

Various aspects, relevant for building up an empirical base, were observed previously. The main components of sustainability are not perceived equally and the attitude of different actors in the chain towards this concept is formed by a number of factors. Firstly, as it was emphasised, stakeholders’ expectations impact sustainability behaviour of a company to a large extent, where primary influencers usually are more significant for a company than secondary stakeholders are. We believe that this theory will be most important in explaining different approaches towards sustainability. However, stakeholders may vary in different contexts and therefore, institutional theory comes as a complementary tool for the research
purpose. A major contribution of this theory is that it can guide in understanding why approaches to sustainability differ between countries. Is it regulative institutions that cause diffusion in particular contexts? Or if there is no direct governmental involvement, than what are the drivers in this case? Similar questions will be a helpful framework in analysing empirical material. Finally, there is a broader perspective and academic literature suggests country of origin, company and industry type as general reasons for variation. Having this discussion in mind, we suggest a conceptual model that depicts factors influencing a company’s sustainability decisions. The priorities are presented in order, named in the previous section: stakeholders, institutions and business environment.

Figure 4. Model for different sustainability approaches

Source: own elaboration

This figure, serving as a framework, will be a helpful tool to gather and assess empirical data, considering that the first part of the research purpose is about how and why sustainable strategies differ among actors in the logistics chain. After this is examined and understood, we will investigate whether these differences have any impact on the overall efficiency of the logistics chain, which constitutes the second important aspect in the research.
3. Methodology

In order to understand how the study is conducted, a methodology chapter is needed. Therefore, the text below will describe how the thesis is set up, what paths of methodology have been chosen and how data has been collected and analysed. Lastly, a discussion about reliability and validity will be raised.

3.1 Research approach

As a helpful tool in creating a framework, Collis and Hussey (2009) suggest determining a research paradigm as a primary step. The positivist paradigm is associated with natural science and singular reality, which is objective and independent of the researcher. However, this approach is not suitable in this study, which leans more towards interpretivism, taking into consideration a certain bias in the research due to different interpretations of empirical data. Many actors are involved, which are applicable to this study, and they have their own perceptions of reality. It should be noted, that these two paradigms are seldom employed in pure form and sometimes their features are combined in the research (Collis & Hussey 2009).

The nature of the research in the interpretivism is usually qualitative (Bryman & Bell 2003), which goes for this thesis as well. Merriam (1998) investigates in detail characteristics of the qualitative approach. For instance, the researcher is the most important instrument for working with data and thus, computer calculations are not necessarily employed. Furthermore, fieldwork is required, meaning that researchers have to visit sites and respondents themselves. Because of that, the results of the research are extensive and mainly descriptive, compared to the quantitative approach (Merriam 1998). Considering these features as well as the fact that focus is rather directed towards perceptions and interpretations instead of units and values, the choice was made in favour of the qualitative research. Along the advantages of the qualitative method, some weaknesses should be mentioned. Bryman and Bell (2003) point at subjectivism of the qualitative research as a pitfall. Inevitably, authors of the thesis highlight factors that they find the most important and interpret data in their own way, being aware of a certain bias in the research results. Besides, the research outcome is hard to replicate and generalize, since researchers’ way of working is unique as well as their interpretations (Bryman & Bell 2003). Having this in mind, an objective approach may be easier to maintain.
Another important element in the research strategy is defining relation between theory and empirical data (Collis & Hussey 2009). In this thesis, an implementation of both inductive and deductive approaches was made, despite the fact that inductive is the most common one in qualitative research. First of all, it was essential to acquire extensive information about sustainability in order to define the problem area. Secondly, a theoretical framework was suggested based on its relevance to the subject, meaning the inductive approach. After the theory and concepts were set up, deep investigation took place, which was guided by the framework of a deductive approach. We suggest a combination of stakeholder and institutional theories as well as conditions of business environment to be helpful methods to answer our research questions. Figure 4 compiles these layers and guides the process of gathering empirical data.

3.2 Research design

Research design provides a framework for collecting and analysing necessary data, which makes it important to carefully choose a specific design (Bryman & Bell 2003). Among several types of research designs, case study was chosen as the most relevant one. Obviously, there is a need to justify the choice. Defined by Yin (1994) as a way of gaining in-depth knowledge about a singular phenomenon in the natural settings, we found that a case study would be the most suitable for this thesis. Merriam (1998) claims that the main condition for the research to be qualified as a case study is a presence of boundaries. In other words, there should be a possibility to obtain finite data about the case. Since this thesis examines an international logistics chain of an organization, namely Elof Hansson, a finite number of people and informative sources are involved in this network. Hence, it fulfills the conditions required to be a case study.

Furthermore, a number of reasons point at the advantages of case study for research like this. Firstly, this design aims to answer types of “why” and “how” questions in order to provide understanding of the phenomenon (Yin 1994). Secondly, case studies allow gathering various types of data from different sources and different opinions. Not only does that contribute to a broader perspective of the phenomenon studied, it does also lead to increased research validity (Merriam 1998). In addition, Ghauri (2004) states that for the international business context case study is an important tool, since there is a need for in-depth understanding of context differences. With these guidelines in mind, we found that our research questions and
overall mission of the thesis were appropriate for a case study. However, challenges with these studies should not be neglected; difficulties in deciding upon scope of the study as well as its time consuming characteristic. With the strict time limits that were set, the scope of the research had to be narrowed down, comprising no more actors than company, logistics providers and ports.

3.2.2 The choice of respondents

Regarding the choice of the chain, we tried to approach a number of companies, dealing with international trade of forest products. Elof Hansson was the first company to show interest in the project and to offer assistance in contacting key people in the chain. Therefore, it was chosen for further investigation. However, some time was spent at considering Elof Hansson’s appropriability as focus company. Its position as a trading house, thus acting as a middle hand between customers and producers and with no production or transporting itself, made us hesitate as to its ability of explaining businesses of today’s sustainability performance. After discussion, we concluded its position would rather contribute to find explanations due to its close contact to all actors. After all, our ambition was to find out about perceptions within a chain independent of a corporation’s type. Because of that, we chose to stay with Elof Hansson, both in Gothenburg and Sao Paulo, and got in touch with relevant actors both in Sweden and Brazil. The idea behind such a structure is to present main actors in the chain with an equal number of representatives in both countries.

Several different sea carriers are involved in cross-continental transportation likewise ports served, but to limit the scope of the logistics chain the shipping companies Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd have been chosen for investigation. In addition, we approached the port of Gothenburg, as it is the major port in Sweden. Similarly in Brazil, the port of Santos has a strategic importance and was intended to interview but was unfortunately not possible to get in touch with. As a substitute, based on their close contact with port authorities, representatives of Transport and Logistics Laboratory (LabTrans) were interviewed.

In order to avoid the study being too dependent on one company’s chain, we made the choice to consult external sources, still in a similar logistics chain. The choice of doing so contributed to a broader perspective and deeper understanding for how these chains work. The external actors originate from different industries and were chosen upon relevance and convenience. On the Swedish side, one external logistics consultant, working in Stora Enso,
was interviewed with a purpose of providing a general frame of how logistics in the paper industry is organized and how the sustainability concept is perceived and developed. From Brazil, four persons in total were asked. Firstly, we met a sales manager from the forest products supplier Berneck and thereafter a man working with logistics in the Curimbaba group, which is a cooperation among eight industry-oriented corporations. Finally, we interviewed two experts represented the academia; one of them is a doctoral student focusing on port development and the other is a former IBAMA employee but currently a master student. To clarify, IBAMA (Instituto Brasileiro do Meio Ambiente e dos Recursos Naturais Renoveis) is a governmental body dedicated to regulate and control environmental standards and procedures (IBAMA 2014) and thus, relevant when it comes to environmental sustainability.

3.3 Research methods

Research design usually dictates appropriate research methods, which are tools to collect data. In qualitative case studies it is common to combine interviews, observations and document reviews to create an empirical base, and through that strengthen the information presented (Bryman & Bell 2003). For this study, observations were omitted based on the nature of research questions chosen. It was necessary to evaluate and interpret oral information, obtained from interviews with the relevant actors, documents or other secondary data. But despite that, both interviews and documents were used in order to create a strong empirical base.

3.3.1 Primary sources

As this thesis focuses on perceptions and approaches towards sustainability, we found it essential to use primary sources in order to find reliable answers. Because of that, the major information in this thesis is based upon interviews. In the qualitative research, respondents are seldom selected randomly. Rather, the researchers carefully decide a number of respondents, based on the depth of information they intend to gather in order to answer research questions sufficiently (Esaiasson et al. 2004). We have conducted our study in accordance to this. As mentioned before, the chosen international logistics chain has certain boundaries and we tried to seek relevant people to interview within this case.
Regarding what type of interview to conduct, we decided upon semi-structured interviews, due to the fact that they allow to follow a certain question guide and at the same time to deviate from the original script (Bryman & Bell 2003). Based on all actors’ different position in the logistics chain, we concluded that with a strict set of questions there is risk of missing an interesting actor’s specific perceptions. Thus, we created a frame of seven independent questions asked to every actor but with adjusted follow-up questions depending on the respondent. The questions were prepared from the initial purpose of the research and to reflect the theoretical framework. Questions for interviews (see Appendix 1) were formulated with the idea to define how different actors understand sustainability and how they work with it. Further, straightforward questions about coordination issues were posed, in order to see whether companies discuss sustainability standards along the logistics chain and if they found any discrepancies because of multiple sustainability perceptions. After that, respondents were often asked about stakeholders’ impact. It can be noticed that institutional influence and business environment do not appear in the question list. We found these aspects more of interpretative nature and difficult for actors in the context to answer. Instead, answers to these questions were obtained while analyzing data.

Respondents, specifically requesting the questions list, received them before the interview was held, but respondents that did not were given them at the meeting. As Bryman and Bell (2003) stress, revealing questions in advance can be both advantageous and disadvantageous. If an interviewee is prepared it increases the possibility to get solid answers but also increases the risk of forming answers and through that, adjusting answers until a suitable reality is met. Among the advantages with not revealing the questions come the chances for more frank answers since respondents are not prepared. Also, it does not require any time spent from the company before the interview. But spontaneity may also result in answers of lower quality. With no preparation, some important information may be forgotten or not considered (Esaiasson et al. 2004). For this study, we decided that spontaneous answers would be advantageous since most of the questions had attitudinal origin.

Before every interview, the research purpose was introduced in order to assure a proper understanding. In Sweden, interviews were conducted in Swedish, which is beneficial for the research, since this is the native language of the respondents and therefore more convenient for them to express their opinions in. Also, it avoids linguistic misunderstandings to a large extent (Bryman & Bell 2003). With permission from respondents, conversations were
recorded and then transcribed, so that researchers could effectively analyse collected data as Esaiasson et al. (2004) suggest. The same procedure was conducted in Brazil. However, the interviews were held in English. The Brazilian respondents had a printed copy of the questions at the interview in order to maximize the understanding.

3.3.2 Secondary sources

In order to conduct a comprehensive foundation for the research, a literature review was made through the usage of secondary sources. This information was further interpreted and transformed into the base of the introductive and theoretical parts. According to Yin (1994), all kinds of documentary studies are suitable for case studies and one of the advantages with this material is the possibility to go over it several times and thus, continuously increase the understanding of it. Because of that, considerable time was spent at finding material of a good quality which mainly consisted of academic papers and books. Some sustainability reports reports produced by international organizations have been used as well in order to understand the current situation.

3.4 Reliability and validity

Two concepts deserving their own dedicated space in the method section is reliability and validity. As far as reliability is concerned, it helps to value whether the measurements developed for the concept in focus are consistent and whether the results of the study are repeatable (Bryman & Bell 2003). One way to increase the reliability of the study was to ensure that the number of representatives from both countries was as equal as possible. Also, the same companies contacted in Sweden were interviewed in Brazil in order to follow the pattern of reliability. However, more respondents from each actor could have facilitated better comparison between companies, but due to time constraints it was impossible to increase the number of interviewees. To enhance the reliability further, we decided to go beyond the investigated logistics chain by conducting interviews with external actors with relevant expertise. Additionally, summaries from the interviews were sent to all respondents to assure that they were correctly understood. Along with positive replies from respondents, we also got a confirmation that we can use their names in references. This is a good way of increasing reliability as well as validity (Esaiasson et al. 2004).
Validity assures that the data collected is relevant for the study in focus (Bryman & Bell 2003). To make this research valid, we had to make sure to be provided with the data of the same kind from the actors. Thus, we tried to target people in the same position in every company, who possess the necessary knowledge to answer our questions. Table 2 in empirical findings depicts respondents and their job position. It can be seen that it is not always sustainability managers that were interviewed, which in some way can jeopardise the validity. However, this made us see how sustainability in the company was perceived in general and we believe that this approach is beneficial since the aim of this study is to understand perceptions.
4. Empirical findings

This chapter will serve as an explanatory text of what empirical findings have been demonstrated. The text is based upon conducted interviews with both Swedish and Brazilian actors. To grasp who has been interviewed and what company is represented, a list will be provided. The structure follows the same order of questions that were asked and to avoid confusion with interviewees and authors, interviewees’ first names are used. Emphasis is put on aspects relevant for further analysis.

4.1 Actors involved in the study

Some introductory words about actors in the study will further ease the understanding of the network. Elof Hansson is a trading house operating with trade in the paper, pulp and timber industry. Obviously, its role as a trader is in focus in this thesis. Brazil is the biggest market in Latin America for the company and it currently operates two offices in Brazil, located in Sao Paulo and Curitiba. The supply chain could be briefly described as follows: a supplier or producer delivers an agreed cargo in containers to the Swedish port, from where the shipping company, acting as a subcontractor of Elof Hansson, transports the goods further to the Brazilian port, where the customer finally picks up its cargo (Elof Hansson 2014). Regarding the shipping lines, both Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd are global logistics providers with a major focus on container shipping. Hamburg Süd is mainly oriented on North-South trade and Latin America is the biggest market for the company (Hamburg Süd 2014), while Maersk is globally oriented (Maersk 2014). The Port of Gothenburg is the largest and municipally-owned port of Scandinavia that handles a third of foreign trade in Sweden (Göteborgs Hamn 2014). LabTrans is working with logistics planning in Brazil, including such entities as ports, airports, railways, etcetera (LabTrans 2014). In addition to these actors and as mentioned in the methodology chapter, some external parties have been interviewed.

A table below depicts a list of respondents, their title and company’s names, with purpose of making it easy for the reader to follow references in the interview findings presented further on. We chose to present these findings in a simple and clear structure, where actors follow one another; in this way it is possible to see different approaches towards sustainability for every company and country.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Representative</th>
<th>Interview type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Elof Hansson, office in Gothenburg (Sweden)</td>
<td><strong>Tomas Hultgren</strong>, Senior Vice President (paper division)</td>
<td>Face-to-face group interview, 1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Petter Olsson</strong>, Area manager (shipping division)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Annika Eriksson</strong>, Sales manager (paper division)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Port of Gothenburg</td>
<td><strong>Anna Jiven</strong>, Environmental Manager</td>
<td>Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Maersk Line, office in Gothenburg</td>
<td><strong>Charlotte Evans Blomberg</strong>, Communication Manager</td>
<td>Face-to-face interview, 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maersk Line, office in Copenhagen (Denmark)</td>
<td><strong>Signe Bruun Jensen</strong>, Senior Global Advisor, Environment and CSR</td>
<td>Telephone interview, 30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Hamburg Süd, office in Gothenburg</td>
<td><strong>Petra Hjortmarker</strong>, Sales Manager</td>
<td>Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Hamburg Süd, office in Hamburg (Germany)</td>
<td><strong>Frank Dubielzig</strong>, Sustainability Manager</td>
<td>Telephone interview, 1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Stora Enso logistics, office in Gothenburg</td>
<td><strong>Stig Wiklund</strong>, Vice President</td>
<td>Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Maersk Line, office in Sao Paulo (Brazil)</td>
<td><strong>Mario Veraldo</strong>, Sales director</td>
<td>Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Hamburg Süd, office in Sao Paulo</td>
<td><strong>Fabio Grandchamp</strong>, Procurement and Business Intelligence Manager</td>
<td>Face-to-face interview, 1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Elof Hansson, office in Sao Paulo</td>
<td><strong>Waldir Moidim</strong>, Managing director <strong>Vanessa Salgado</strong>, Foreign Trade Analysts <strong>Ednea Synthes</strong>, Sales department <strong>Nurya Fernanda Saito</strong>, Sales department</td>
<td>Face-to-face group interview, 40 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Elof Hansson, office in Curitiba (Brazil)</td>
<td><strong>Fabio Waldruiiges</strong>, Area Manager</td>
<td>Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Berneck, office in Curitiba</td>
<td><strong>Daniel Kokot</strong>, Sales Manager</td>
<td>Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianopolis (Brazil)</td>
<td><strong>Enzo Morosini Frazzon</strong>, Professor <strong>Jonas Mendes Constante</strong>, Project Manager</td>
<td>Face to face group interview, 1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Grupo Curimbaba, office in Sao Paulo</td>
<td><strong>Fabrizio De Paulis</strong>, Corporate Logistics Manager</td>
<td>Face-to-face interview, 1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. University of Sao Paulo</td>
<td><strong>Vivian Merola</strong>, Consultant <strong>Ingrid Maria Öberg</strong>, earlier employed at IBAMA as reginal chef</td>
<td>Face-to-face group interview, 1 hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Swedish perspective

4.2.1 Perceptions of sustainability

Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Sweden
The word “sustainability” as such, is not present in the employees’ vocabulary but the concept was still defined by the company’s representatives. Annika named environmental the aspect as the main indicator of sustainability, and environmentally friendly production, products as well as green transportation constitute this concept. Further in the discussion, the definition of sustainability was mentioned again and all three dimensions of it were briefly raised. It was emphasised several times that in any sustainability performance a company has to prioritize economic goals. As Tomas commented, “One can work around this [sustainability], talk about one thing or the other. But even if you are the world champion of ethics and environment and act nice to everyone, you will die [as a company] if you do not earn money”.

It was agreed upon, by all respondents, that the initiative of implementing sustainability mostly comes from the supplier side, since Elof Hansson is an intermediary between customers and suppliers.

Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line in Sweden and Copenhagen and Hamburg Süd in Sweden and Hamburg
At Maersk Line, sustainability is seen as a holistic concept, encompassing economic, social and environmental aspects. The major idea of this is to guaranty long-term profitability and growth. To ensure that proper actions are taken, a broad perspective towards sustainability is vital. According to Signe, nowadays it is almost impossible for a firm to ignore sustainability issues, even though the economic profitability is a first and foremost goal for any company. A sustainability definition with more internal focus on the company was suggested by Hamburg Süd. Frank claimed that sustainability is about “the integration of environmental aspects into business operations and taking over responsibilities for employee s as well as customer requirements”. Additionally, compliance with laws was emphasised as well as social aspects covering safety of vessels and seamen. Both companies clearly prioritize economic aspects of sustainability as a foundation for further work. When the environmental dimension was discussed with Maersk Line, some important points were made. Considering the size of the company and wide scope of its business, it is evident that the company has a major impact on the environment. Therefore, a reduction of the negative environmental impact is seen as an
absolute “must” in Maersk Line, as it was stressed by Charlotte. For Hamburg Süd, in turn, social aspects is the second important variable. Due to the fact that company is family owned, employees are naturally in focus.

Sustainability in Maersk is not only perceived as a necessity, but as a source of efficiency due to savings that the company will get if it integrates sustainability into its business strategy. For shipping companies these savings may come from fuel cost reduction and less fuel employed means less negative environmental impact. Therefore, cost reductions are often associated with energy usage and Signe reasons that a win-win situation is apparent. This view is supported by Frank. However, he stated that the issue can be more complex when it comes to reduction of sulphur content in the fuel. In this case, significant investments would be required, which cannot be passed on to the customers until now. Furthermore, the respondents elaborated on the perception of the logistics role in sustainability. The concept of sustainable logistics in Hamburg Süd was rather questioned. Shipping is indeed the most efficient transport mode, but every transport mode has certain negative environmental impact and the only choice is to minimize this impact. Both companies agreed upon the fact that besides mitigation of environmental damage, sustainable logistics should perform the task to enable better access to global trade and global markets for local producers, which increases well-being of the society.

**Actor 3. Port of Gothenburg**

Anna named the three dimensions of sustainability and, similar to previous respondents, pointed at economic component as the most important. Sustainable growth was often mentioned by the interviewee, claiming that the main mission of the port is to provide sufficient growth in order to handle increasing trade volumes. Thus, financial profitability and expansion are seen as parts of sustainability. The environmental dimension is naturally associated with transport coming in and out of the port and not with the port itself. However, it is a part of the port’s sustainable practice to influence environmental performance of transport. It should be mentioned that the port is accountable to the Gothenburg city government and therefore all main initiatives, rules and visions are dictated from outside, according to Anna.
4.2.2 Strategies towards sustainability

Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Sweden

No comprehensive sustainability strategy is implemented by the company. However, certain actions and thoughts were still mentioned in relation to this question. Annika described forest protecting FSC and PEFC certifications as frequently used factors in sustainable performance. In that sense, sustainability is considered, but regarding transportation, the direct influence on sustainable performance is not as clear. Since Elof Hansson does not possess its own fleet, it does not have a broad scope to affect the sustainability performance of its transport, Petter explained. He also argued shipping to be the less environmentally damaging transportation mode and thus advantageous for the company, considering that most products are delivered by ships. An issue of eliminating empty containers was raised where the company currently employs discharged containers from Latin America and effectively uses them for its own benefit.

Furthermore, the corporation’s ethical approach was discussed and argued about. Tomas stated that even though there are no strict rules or scale to follow, the company carries out visits to its suppliers and producers with purpose of controlling their compliance with requirements. Throughout the interview, the respondents referred to the phenomenon of “self-regulation”. The concept can be explained as follows; when a firm fails to have good indicators in, for example, quality, price, energy consumption and ethics, by natural means it is not seen as an attractive partner and cooperation will end. Tomas claimed “self-regulation” to be a way of selecting partners. Finally, the social dimension was discussed and the company does not neglect that dimension of sustainability. For example, it transfers part of its profit to the fund “Elof Hansson”, which assists the University of Gothenburg and Chalmers among other organizations. Tomas did also add that the company financially contributes to a school project in Cameroon. However, this is not performed intentionally as part of a unified sustainable strategy.

Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line in Sweden and Copenhagen and Hamburg Süd in Sweden and Hamburg

For Maersk Line sustainability itself is treated as a differentiation strategy, aiming to facilitate customer choice in favour of the shipping line, according to Charlotte. The company also implements a number of concrete sustainability strategies, which appeared on the company’s agenda already ten years ago. Nowadays, the sustainability performance has been transformed
into a so-called three-pillar strategy, consisting of the three equally important elements that Signe explained in detail. The first pillar is said to be a responsible business partner and includes initiatives such as responsible procurement and commodity governance to mention a few. Each initiative is controlled by specially designated employees. The second pillar deals deliberately with environmental issues, taking into consideration energy efficiency and business performance perspective. The company aims at reducing energy consumption, investigating opportunities for alternative fuels, as well as paying attention to recycling and waste management. The third and final pillar aims at commercialising sustainable performance by working closely with customers. Questions such as “Is it possible to use sustainable performance of Maersk Line as a tool to build a better business relationship?” and “Is it possible to build low carbon supply chains with the customers?” are major factors dealt with within the pillar. Additionally, certification schemes are common practices in the company and the Maersk is ISO-certified, including ISO 14001 and 1001.

Similar to Maersk Line, sustainability concerns started to appear in Hamburg Süd approximately 15 years ago, when specific environmental, quality and safety policies were implemented. Such certifications, for example ISO 14000 and ISO 9000 are facilitators to operationalize this policy but no clearly defined sustainability strategy is yet developed by the company, according to Frank. At the same time, the shipping line positions itself as a quality carrier, which to some extent reflects sustainability since being environmentally friendly and socially responsible is also part of a quality. Additionally, the company devotes resources to education of its employees in sustainability questions.

**Actor 3. Port of Gothenburg**

The sustainability performance in the port is managed by specialists. One person is responsible for the environmental dimension, another person for social issues and lastly, the economic part is taken care of by the corporate’s management. No specific sustainability strategy was named by Anna, but certain policies are established by directions from the municipal government. As far as the environmental dimension is concerned, the port has a dredging project on the agenda. Environmental damages caused by the port are rather obscure in comparison to what all vessel traffic generate and because of that, the port’s effort lies in encouraging environmental improvement of transport performance. For instance, the port tries to steer shipping companies towards using cleaner fuel by imposing higher fees for arriving ships with heavy polluting fuel. Anna claimed that controlling and measuring environmental
performance of ships is relatively easy, compared to land transportation, which is significantly behind in terms of sustainability. Not much attention is put by the port so far to radically improve that situation. Regarding social aspects, the port of Gothenburg sees its contribution to society as an employer, providing a substantial number of working places for society where approximately 22,000 employees are, directly or indirectly, involved in the port activities. Also, every employee is allowed to work some hours for charity organizations and get fully paid from the port. The economic aspect itself manifests in the form of efficient distribution of financial resources, that are provided by the state.

4.2.3 Measuring sustainability

**Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Sweden**
When having measurability on the discussion agenda, the respondents did not stress any significant importance of keeping track of sustainability performance. The reason for such an attitude was explained by its position as a company. When it neither produces, nor transports the product itself, measurements and evaluations of performance become somewhat irrelevant, our respondents reasoned. Rather, measuring is a responsibility of suppliers and shippers contracted since these actors have the direct impact on the environment.

**Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line in Sweden and Copenhagen and Hamburg Süd in Sweden and Hamburg**
Measuring environmental sustainability is straightforward and relatively easy, according to representatives from both shipping lines. Signe stated that performance metrics such as carbon emissions, waste, water and electricity consumption are published in annual reports by Maersk Line. Both companies report their performance to Clean Cargo Working Group as well as to Clean Shipping Index. However, according to Frank, measurements may be associated with some obstacles. For instance, indirect emissions can be abundant but are by far more troublesome to measure due to lack of relevant environmental data and doubt in the correct method to use.

Looking at the non-environmental side of sustainability, Maersk pointed out the lack of metrics for social aspects and explained that currently a specific social standard type metrics for the shipping industry is under development. As of today, the main metrics for social issues is a number of trained staff in various programs such as anticorruption, Signe explained.
Actor 3. Port of Gothenburg

As Anna claimed, the problem with measurements is not the measuring process itself but how to define what to measure. Handling quantitative data of emissions is relatively easy due to the fact that all tangible equipments are provided. Results are published in annual reports, available for public purposes, which is a legislative requirement. But when it comes to the social aspect, Anna stresses that the port does not actively work with social indicators, mainly due to the ambiguity of what to present and how to emphasize development. In general, measuring sustainability is seen as a good instrument for the industry and a source for transparency and improvements.

4.2.4 Sustainability coordination in the business chain

Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Sweden

As mentioned previously, the company coordinates trading flows between customers and suppliers. When a customer requires ISO or other certificates, Elof Hansson has to make sure that the chosen supplier falls into this category. On the contrary, when the initiative in sustainability comes from producers, the right client has to be found. This way of conducting business means that customers who are not interested in sustainability issues, are not willing to pay extra for this and thus, another match has to be made. Customers in Brazil are not perceived as a very interested party, Annika stressed, while customers in the Nordic countries in general have a greater interest. Petter did not mention any special sustainability criteria towards sea carriers, explained by the fact that shipping is a strictly regulated business and no further demands in terms of sustainability are needed. He regards the SECA rules, which are to be enforced in 2015, as challenging to a certain extent since prices for shipping services will most likely increase in the areas where these rules are applied. A change in the trading pattern is expected, as companies would prefer to avoid obligated areas.

Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line in Sweden and Copenhagen and Hamburg Süd in Sweden and Hamburg

In terms of sustainability coordination with other actors, customers’ requirements are named first by both companies. At Maersk Line, the bigger customers tend to demand CO2 footprint for shipment or complete audit, including information about suppliers and sub-suppliers. Signe continued by giving an example of some customers that ask for a CO2 benchmark against other carriers. Charlotte noticed no conflicts of different sustainability perceptions, considering that customers usually do not possess necessary expertise in these questions and
rely on the company’s knowledge. Maersk Line has a practice of talking to customers, discussing sustainability options for transport services and it was, during the interview, pointed out that interest in this subject from the consumer side is growing. Though, according to Frank, a customer’s willingness to pay extra for sustainability options is not growing at the same pace and at in very end customers tend to choose the cheaper carrier instead of the more sustainable one. Both shipping lines stressed that legislation plays a significant role in the shipping industry and that their firms are obligated to comply with all the imposed regulations. A discussion about SECA rules was raised as well and the risk of increased prices for transportation in these areas. At Hamburg Süd, regulations are perceived as constraints and challenges for industry due to substantial expenditure for environmental improvements. Maersk Line presents a rather positive standpoint towards regulations, seeing it as a helpful tool. The company even stands for stricter measures, according to Signe. Currently in ports there is no standardised global approach, resulting in that all actors have their own demands, criteria and regulations, including the field of sustainability. Signe is confident that global unified regulations in ports would facilitate faster and better operations.

Finally, suppliers’ relations should not be omitted. Both companies have a set of certain minimum requirements for its suppliers, which includes environmental demands. Hamburg Süd has a substantial number of transport providers and a questionnaire with cost issues and environmental credentials such as ISO 14000 are distributed to a potential service provider with the purpose of ensuring that the cooperation aims towards same vision. According to respondents from Maersk Line, this process is more complicated for smaller suppliers in emerging markets, who lack transparency and necessary knowledge and because of this, the company experiences problems working with them.

**Actor 3. Port of Gothenburg**

Because of its public ownership, perception of and actions towards sustainability in the port mainly depend on the city government and therefore, cooperation between these parties is frequent. Besides the port’s higher taxes for the shipping lines with high environmental impact, it redistributes the fees and lowers it for vessels with a more efficient fuel utilization. It is remarkable that the port receives no complaints from shippers regarding high fees, which could partly be explained by growing awareness in the sustainability issues, as Anna concluded. In addition to those actions, the port donates a part of the money for research purposes.
4.2.5 Important stakeholders

Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Sweden

As already agreed upon, financial goals are the main driving force for all sustainability initiatives. Annika added, that even environmental benefits, such as effective usage of containers, come as a side effect of initial economic goals as well as the earlier described concept “self-regulation” contribute to. But there are still other driving forces for Elof Hansson in terms of sustainability. Since the company is an intermediary between suppliers and customers, these two groups of stakeholders have sufficient impact and dictate conditions for sustainable performance. According to the respondents, the concept of sustainability is strongest among suppliers, actively working with it and often promoting their products as sustainable. Elof Hansson then finds a relevant customer, willing to buy these goods at a good price and quality. When the customer demands certain sustainable factors, Elof Hansson has to fulfil it by selecting a relevant producer. Sustainability perspectives are directly relevant in that process, according to the respondents.

Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk line in Sweden and Copenhagen and Hamburg Süd in Sweden and Hamburg

Maersk Line named customers as a first and foremost stakeholder for the company. Customers’ pressure and demands are seen as positive forces, since it is a driver for environmental improvements in the industry. Signe believes that cooperation in sustainability issues between the company and customers is advantageous, since mutual work leads to better access to data for performing metrics and improvements in the logistics system. Government is another institute, influencing sustainability performance at Maersk Line. Frank defined the engine for sustainability performance in Hamburg Süd as the “mixture of external pressure and internal objectives”. Customers, regulations and owners’ demands come as an outside force and at the same time, top management initiates sustainable practices beforehand. However, he claimed that radical and costly changes in terms of sustainability will not be introduced by companies until certain regulations are imposed. As agreed upon in both shipping lines, employees are regarded as important stakeholders. Referring to what Signe said, “We are a very big company, obviously, and we are our people. We have to make sure that our people understand what our mission is in sustainability and what minimum requirements we have, what we will accept and what we won’t accept”.


Actor 3. Port of Gothenburg

When discussing this issue with Anna, she stated that major driving forces for the port to implement sustainability are to stay in business, enabling trade and simply ensuring the position as a long-term player on the market. Due to its municipal ownership, the main stakeholder and the only actor with legal requirements and expectations is the city authorities of Gothenburg. Because of that, external forces are rather limited. In addition to local and national legislation, Anna pointed out that international legislation also forms the framework for the shipping industry and thus, how the port should be run.

4.2.6 Future challenges for the sustainability

Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Sweden

Annika and Petter stated that implementation of sustainability strategies is inevitably growing in businesses as well as in societies. However, the need for further education in the comprehended aspects is crucial, especially in developing countries. When it comes to Brazil, for instance, its qualifications in production facilities are sometimes even ahead of European ones, considering that there are much bigger volumes of production in Latin America. But the customers' demands in sustainability credentials are not significant. This is something that should be dealt with, according to the respondents, in order to increase the overall understanding of the concept.

Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line in Sweden and Copenhagen and Hamburg Süd in Sweden and Hamburg

Considering that the major aspect of sustainability for a business is of economic nature, a company has to ensure long-term profitability. This is a particularly complicated task in the shipping industry, due to high market volatility. As an additional challenge, Signe emphasizes the necessity of developing sufficient metrics, including the one that assists in choosing qualified suppliers for the company. Finally, she stated that a closer cooperation with customers should be encouraged further in order to have a total supply chain view. Frank, in turn, stressed regulation constraints as a strong challenge for the future, since the costs associated with radical changes will be significant.

Actor 3. Port of Gothenburg

Anna brought up another dimension of challenges and argues that the creation of space to allow the port’s growth is an important aspect to deal with. Not only should just space be
created, at the same time it should be done in a way that minimises environmental impact and does not exceed the given budget. Also, to afford and plan dredging project is another obvious challenge for the port, requiring considerable resources and not possible to postpone.

4.2.7 External actor’s expertise

Stig Wiklund from Stora Enso
Stig Wiklund was contacted to give his opinion regarding sustainability issues and his first statement concerned dependency of sustainability understanding on the living standards in countries and maturity of the society. When the country is occupied with solving everyday operational problems, sustainability is naturally neglected until the moment when better times come. He added that the concept of sustainability develops gradually. Companies first struggled to stay in business and to keep sufficient financial resources. When industries started to pay attention to eliminating heavy pollutants, environmental aspects gained interest and after that, the social dimension was added. Along this way, necessary knowledge of sustainability has been obtained in society. In Sweden, this process started earlier than in many developing countries and therefore sufficient expertise in sustainability makes Sweden one of the leaders in the concept. Similar to other respondents, Stig named customer power as a decisive instrument in implementing sustainability. Referring to Stora Enso, he stated that the first steps in sustainability were made due to first requirements from the company’s major customers. This power was even more significant than various legislation and according to Stig, sustainability actions and cost efficiency go hand in hand. When a company starts realising these relations, it will look at sustainability from another angle and will be more proactive in implementing relevant practices.

4.3 Brazilian perspective

4.3.1 Perceptions of sustainability

Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Brazil
In terms of sustainability, it became clear that Elof Hansson in Brazil is following the Swedish mother company’s enforcement. Respondents stressed that they do what the Gothenburg office tells them to do and rarely take initiatives beyond that. Waldir explained that sustainability has to do with the whole business chain, meaning from how to get raw
materials and to how they are transformed into the final product. The discussion with interviewees highlighted the environmental part and one of the respondents pointed out that companies as well as people should be more concerned about the environment than they currently are. As it seems, social aspects do not have any priorities, since none of the interviewees could give an example of one of those, except the fact that Brazilian legislation demands companies to establish health insurance as well as the right of vacation for their employees. Regarding the economic part, no specific sustainability strategy seemed to be established. Waldir emphasized that their function as a middle hand in the business chain determines their work towards sustainability. Many of the company’s suppliers have certificates for a variety of sustainability actions, but not all of them. When the question came up of whether the respondents take the opportunity to advocate their customer to choose sustainable alternatives, the answer was a hesitating no. Thus, if a customer does not ask for certification, Elof Hansson does not offer that either. As it was stated before, in most cases the price is the determining aspect.

**Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd in Brazil**

Maersk Line in Brazil, as well as their Swedish and Danish colleagues, has a clear defined perception of sustainability. Mario stressed sustainability to cover several aspects, such as climate and environment, human rights, labour standards, anticorruption and responsible procurement. He named economic goals as a first dimension of sustainability, since all actions in the company are usually taken for business purposes. Further, what is legally required should be fulfilled, which is the second level, according to him. Finally, societal expectations are seen as another sustainability aspect. The world, however, constantly changes and sustainability circles around moving targets. Together with customers, Maersk Line strives to create a shared-value approach. All of these aspects are internationally negotiated and then disbursed to local Maersk Line office, meaning that what the company does is agreed upon centrally and not a decision of their own.

Hamburg Süd in Brazil, on the other hand, does not have as clear a definition of sustainability as Maersk Line has, but Fabio mentioned almost the same significances. For him, efficiency is a key concept, which goes hand in hand with sustainability and it is mainly applicable to maximize the utilization of ship capacity. By doing so, economic goals are met as well as the effective utilization leading to less emissions per transported good. The respondent stressed that economic and environmental aspects are prioritized in the company in mentioned order.
and as far as Fabio knows, there are no social actions implemented. Due to national legislation, social security and medical insurance are paid by the company for every employee, but other socially oriented programs do not exist. The reason why the economic aspect has got the most attention, according to Fabio, is because Brazil is still at the developing stage. Even with significant improvements in the recent years, the country and its businesses are still heavily driven by economic factors and many companies have not yet reached that point of profitability where social and environmental aspects of sustainability can be prioritized.

**Actor 3. Port consultants**
Jonas and Enzo pointed out a correlation between economic aspects and the environmental dimension, arguing that these aspects require consideration when a port is planned. These aspects together result in a sustainable development, which should be the aim for every port. When the vessels are fully loaded, the efficiency of every transport increases and thus, the transport is improved in terms of sustainability. To achieve and benefit from this, the structure of ports needs to be reorganized and often extended, to be able to serve the increasing size of ships.

**4.3.2 Strategies towards sustainability**

**Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Brazil**
As it was stated before, Elof Hansson in Brazil acts directly under its Swedish headquarter, which means that they implement the same strategies. Since the Swedish office does not have a clearly defined strategy towards sustainability, the Brazilian offices mirror that. However, discussions about the concept as such appeared in the organization about ten years ago, according to Waldir, and the company is well aware of it. No ISO standards are introduced and the reason for that, according to the respondents, is their middle hand position.

**Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd in Brazil**
Maersk Line has a distinct strategy as well as a target to operate in a sustainable way. In terms of environment, Mario pointed out that energy efficiency and reduction of the carbon footprint are the most prioritized goals. Regarding social dimensions, the company aims to overcome corruption and to educate rather more people than sufficiently needed, with justification of the good societal effect skilled labor brings. Later on, what these two aspects come down to is that they appear in a long-term positive economic aspect. The respondent
stated that “What is good for the society, is good for us [Maersk]” and when efficiency is high, based on utilization of capacities and educated employees, the productivity becomes higher and leads to solid profitability. Hence, all aspects of sustainability are important to consider for the final outcome, according to Mario.

Regarding strategies towards sustainability in Hamburg Süd, Fabio said that the company has a specific department working only with these types of questions. Thus, a detailed description of strategies was better provided by them. However, the respondent made it clear that the company is following external demands and existing legislation when formulating strategies and the bottom line is efficiency and cost reduction.

**Actor 3. Port consultants**

The respondents explained that Brazilian ports are driven either by public authorities or by private actors. In the latter case, the actors are free to set their own sustainability standards as long as they are coherent with national economic, environmental and social legislation. The port may be driven either by national or regional authorities and because of that, there are no such things as unification in sustainable strategies, according to interviewees.

**4.3.3 Measuring sustainability**

**Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Brazil**

As Waldir said, Elof Hansson does not measure their own sustainability performance due to their position in the business chain. However, customers may ask for certifications and compliance to certain sustainable programs and in those cases, the company forwards those from the supplier to the end customer.

**Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd in Brazil**

Regarding measurements, Mario at Maersk Line stated that the company works with several aspects of sustainability that they regularly evaluate and are trying to improve. The central factors to be measured are carbon footprint and costs for transport per kilometer, but effects from implemented social programs are also measured together with positive outcomes from these. The measurements are later on published publicly, giving all potential stakeholders the opportunity to value Maersk’s contribution to sustainable businesses. Fabio from Hamburg Süd similarly claimed that the company as such publishes numbers for what they are doing such as carbon emissions. However, he says that currently in Brazil, the government does not
ask for measurements. This goes for most customers too, but sometimes certain customers require this kind of data and in these cases, the customer is most certainly international. Local Brazilian companies do ask for it too to some extent, but according to Fabio, it is not because of serious interest or consideration but to enhance their image for the customer. Because of this, there is no strong incentive to publish such numbers for public purposes in Brazil.

**Actor 3. Port consultants**

Regarding measurements, Jonas and Enzo explain that there are few incentives for controlling this. In Brazil, there exists an abundant mass of legislation within the environmental field but paradoxically the follow-up procedure is weak. The government does not require ports to continuously report environmental impacts and as a result of that, the incentives to consider such issues are lost. Furthermore, the ports’ sustainability impact becomes somewhat forgotten in comparison to the one that shipping companies have and because of that, together with the fact that Brazilian ports still combat primitive managerial problems, measurements for ports’ sustainability impacts are not well developed.

**4.3.4 Sustainability coordination in the business chain**

**Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Brazil**

A step further from how the company as such defines and works with sustainability is the question of whether this definition is agreed upon or not within in the business chain. From Waldir’s point of view, there are different perceptions of sustainability. These shifted perceptions, turned into virtual discrepancies, are related to what kind of industry the business acts within. Furthermore, Waldir says that the perceptions start from governmental legislation and requests, which are interpreted by each industry and then implemented to businesses based on the industry definition. The company rarely falls into disagreements with customers regarding what sustainable businesses comprise and it also makes it quite pointless for Elof Hansson to convince their customers to choose more sustainable options.

**Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd in Brazil**

When raising the issue with Mario, the discussion leaned towards a question of priority. Sustainability as a concept has gained much attention in Brazil and more often people do understand the concept, but still the environmental dimension is prioritized and beyond that, fewer incentives are made. Mario stressed costs to be the major determinator when it comes to sustainability strategies and depending on the corporation’s size, different aspects can be
expected. For example, multinational corporations are required to act in terms of sustainability and do have specific plans for how to achieve relevant goals. This concerns Maersk Line as well, and because of that, there are usually no problems in terms of perceptions among large companies, Mario explained. Rather, discrepancies occur when dealing with local Brazilian companies, prioritizing nothing but economic factors. He explained that these firms most likely do not pay the extra price for a sustainable transport and from that point of view, they are not willing to make an effort towards sustainable businesses. To maintain the benefits of sustainability, there is a need of understanding it, to see how it can be used and lastly to push that knowledge forth in the society. When stuck at the first stage, no wonder that no more has been achieved today.

The discussion of these questions with Fabio turned into a reflection over how sustainability is perceived by their customers. About three years ago, the company started to receive more requests from customers, with a majority of global customers, regarding these issues in specific asking for CO2 per tonne. This mirrors today’s situation as well and Fabio said that Brazilian customers are still too cost oriented, making environmental and social impact not prioritized. Hamburg Süd in Brazil works continuously with presenting measurements of emissions and other quantitative reports and from that point of view, the perception of sustainability is in correlation to customers. Rather, the difficulties with the concept lay upon the overall Brazilian neglection of these issue. Local businesses, according to Fabio, are reluctant to pay extra for something that has no direct and obvious benefit. Fabio believes that the awareness of the concept is spread and that most Brazilians could explain sustainability if asked for. But due to poor quality of school education, the understanding of the concept is not comprehensive since different aspects are emphasized with different strength.

**Actor 3. Port consultants**

Jonas and Enzo talked the problem with a common understanding of sustainability. In Brazil, the concept is mainly oriented towards environmental factors, which can complicate processes of cooperation with Europe, where the concept has a rather complex significance. The Brazilian government’s tendency to employ short-term vision does also problematize understanding of the concept. Since all ports have their own budget to consider, a variation of embracement of this issue is seen and thus, natural discrepancies occur with only legislated minimum requirements as unification. The ports’ individual responsibility to conduct the port
planning does not facilitate cooperation either, resulting in a greater gap of how sustainability should be understood and handled.

4.3.5 Important stakeholders

Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Brazil
Simply put, customers affect the company the most, since their demands frame the company’s way of conducting business. Then, what is possible to do and required from a legislative perspective is formulated by the government, who is the stakeholder imposing limitations. Suppliers also have considerable impact, which goes for the Swedish office too. Thus, these three stakeholders can be assumed to be the most important since they are the only actors mentioned during the interview.

Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd in Brazil
Due to Maersk Line’s considerable size and spread around the globe, it has an advantageous position when it comes to enforcing its own demands. But still, as in any other market-driven corporation, there are stakeholders whose interests have to be considered. According to Mario, governments and local authorities are the major stakeholders, since their legislative framework come above Maersk’s own interests and form their business structure, particularly in terms of issues related to infrastructure. The other most important stakeholders are the customers. By working closely with this stakeholder group, benefits can be exchanged and enhanced, as Mario explained, and this can be one way of working towards shared values, which Maersk has as an overall sustainability vision. In general, stakeholders’ strength depends on how much is already regulated and thus, the stakeholder impact varies with the country of operation. Fabio from Hamburg Süd similarly claimed the government as the main stakeholder. According to him, in Brazil there are very strict environmental regulations which companies are obligated to comply with, especially when it comes to the transport sector. Additionally, he named customers as important stakeholders, influencing the company’s behaviour.

Actor 3. Port consultants
Because of the irregularities in ownership of ports, the only common stakeholder is the government, Jonas explained. Governments’ role is to set the framework for how the port should operate and since those incentives are mainly based upon legislation, the formation is usually standardized. However, depending on the ports’ importance and location, a variety of
stakeholders have an impact. Specifically for private ports, but not fully excluding the public ports, customers are the main stakeholders, able to push through demands for their own interests. If privately financed, there are no limits to what can be done. For example, a private port or its important customer, can build their own railroad system with access to the port to be used only for their purposes. This is fully possible in Brazil and is not considered to be specifically remarkable. Hence, government and customers share the greatest stakeholder position with a variation of importance depending on port ownership.

4.3.6 Future challenges for the sustainability

**Actor 1. Elof Hansson in Brazil**

Sustainability has been increasing in the businesses during the last ten years, according to Waldir. Due to its relatively new appearance and expansion, the concept comes with a variety of future challenges. According to the respondents, the main issue is to make people care about it. In dynamic industries, where prices heavily fluctuate, the sum a buyer has to pay becomes the first priority when doing business. This, argued by Waldir, becomes a reason for choosing a cheap option over a sustainable and due to Elof Hansson’s business model, they have obscure scope to improve in this area. Waldir also desiderated for initiatives taken by the government towards sustainable obligations for companies, in order to facilitate process of sustainability implementation. Thus, another main challenge faced is to establish proper legislation regarding this.

**Actor 2. Shipping lines: Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd in Brazil**

From the transport sector’s point of view, Mario from Maersk Line argued that the main challenge for sustainability is to make it tangible in the sense that consequences of sustainable actions affect. He mentioned water access as a good example of what makes people care due to its tangibility, but if no evidence is shown, the discussion will remain stuck in between. The need of tangible proof is related to the fact that Brazilian people have an overall short-term perspective towards things. Many people live by an “here and now”-attitude, making it problematic to grasp that actions today will impact what happens in 60 years. Mario added that they either do not understand or simply do not care about long-term consequences and with such an approach, sustainability becomes complex to implement.
Regarding future challenges, Fabio’s frank answer was that sustainability will remain only a
concept until it gets a price tag. Only when actors know what it will cost and what the benefits
are, a unifying contribution to sustainable business will appear. As of today, Fabio continues,
people and businesses are looking at sustainability in different ways and with no settled price
and required effort, sustainability will only be regarded as an additional cost. Thus, the
bottom line is to price the bad impacts that unsustainable businesses bring and push for the
benefits, that changes will contribute to. According to Fabio, governmental regulations are not
enough for a business to change its behaviour. If firms can see the advantages with
sustainability, the incentive will be enhanced and that changes are made. But someone in the
chain has to start making price tags for the process to start, and at the moment few are willing
to do this.

**Actor 3. Port consultants**

When sustainability from a future perspective is discussed, Jonas and Enzo argued that
education in the concept is the greatest future challenge. Due to today’s spread of the concept
and discrepancies of understanding, incentives are problematic to push through. Another main
challenge, emphasized by other interviewees as well, is the lack of governmental actions. In
Brazil, many people in the government positions do not care too much about the future.
Rather, they prioritize their own interest in a short-term perspective and thus planning ahead
simply does not occur. This situation causes few actions to be taken, particularly regarding
sustainability, since the concept as such refers to future concerns. Therefore, the challenges
become twofold: to increase interest in sustainability and to make people understand what it is
all about.

**4.3.7 External actors’ expertise**

**Daniel Kokot from Bernek**

To further deepen how people perceive sustainability, the concept was discussed with external
actors in Brazil from both the business and the academic world. Daniel Kokot from Bernek is
aware of the three parts of sustainability and says that at his company, economical aspects are
prioritized, closely followed by environmental aspects. He argued that corporations have to
pay attention to sustainability in order to stay in business and thus, they need to care about
long-term operations as well as utilize materials efficiently. These efforts will also lead to
sustainable profits. The respondent further mentioned that the market pushes them to enhance
sustainable operations by having customers asking for it. Social aspects are not as prioritized
as the other dimensions. Surely, the company pays salaries they are obligated to, but beyond that, there are no additional initiatives taken. In addition, when the question about measurements came up Daniel replied that there are some numbers of achievements available but they are not published externally, or even internally to all employees. Hence, there is no transparency regarding the issue in the company.

Despite that, Daniel discussed the increased understanding of sustainability. Corporations in Brazil have a rather similar perception, mainly based on the fact that environmental considerations are implemented if they bring benefits to the business and do not hamper profits. If not so and if no regulative framework directs, sustainability is not interesting. Local businesses are heavily oriented towards the short-time perspective and understanding that company’s actions today will have consequences in the future is simply not an argument to build business on, as many other Brazilian respondents mentioned. However, stakeholders have a rather large scope to impact and in general, authorities lay down basic requirements for what has to be conducted in terms of sustainability, while customers keep up the efforts by demanding the sustainable products. Thus, from Daniel’s point of view, the greatest challenge for sustainability is to make people fully understand the concept and to start care about it.

**Fabrizio De Paulis from the Curimbaba group**

Fabrizio De Paulis, representing the Curimbaba group, defined sustainability as the linkage of economic and environmental actions good for the society, even though the integration of the concepts needs improvements, as industry today tends to work separately on each dimension. The economic part is prioritized while consideration to the environmental part is growing, mainly because of its correlation to profitability. The social dimension is the least prioritized which, in coherence with Daniel from Berneck, is overall poorly developed in Brazil. However, Fabrizio claims that Curimbaba is considering these aspects and for example, the group supports all employees with middle range education and has a detailed safety at a work program among other things. Sustainability became an important concept in the group during 2008 and since then, the included companies have established their own sustainability strategies. They implement such strategies based on the increased scope of the public debate around this concept and as a result of customer demands. Similar to Daniel, Fabrizio claimed that there are no measurements for sustainability at the moment. Reporting does not appear and the rate of the transparency is low, mainly explained by the absence of
customer and governmental requests as well as lack of obligation to publish such data, Fabrizio explained.

When reflecting over perceptions of sustainability, Fabrizio does not emphasize any serious problems with the issue among corporations even though some discrepancies regarding what the concepts includes and how it should be dealt with. For example, many corporations fail to integrate and synchronize the dimensions, resulting in a less effective strategy. Also, to make people care is difficult, Fabrizio explains and relates to the Curimbaba group’s broad safety program for its labor force, not 100% accomplished by all the employees in the daily work. According to Fabrizio, this is a result of the overall poor compliance with and respect for regulations and laws in Brazil. He argued that improved education and awareness of consequences are the strongest tools to overcome the problem. Furthermore, Fabrizio’s opinion about stakeholders is similar to Daniel’s, namely that government and customers are the main actors where the latter are pushing the group forward by imposing demands.

Overall, sustainability has many challenges important to deal with. According to Fabrizio, this concerns the citizens the most, since many people do not understand the full meaning of the concept deriving from a lack of education. Businesses have improved, mostly due to international influences, but the social dimensions priority is still insufficient. Another challenge is how to handle violations of environmental and societal regulations. Currently in Brazil, there are a lot of environmental protection laws, but penalization of violations as well as modes of procedure are deficient. The responsible authority is not clearly acknowledged either, resulting in few violations restituted and the overall attitude toward these “crimes” as not too serious. Lastly, a main problem is that people have difficulties in understanding the seriousness of future effects, since Brazil’s short-term perspective, so often discussed by other respondents, influences the way people perceive reality.

**Ingrid Furlan Maria Öberg and Vivian Merola from the University of São Paulo**

Ingrid Maria Öberg and Vivian Merola have as clear a perception of sustainability as the other external respondents and they explained that it covers economic, environmental and social aspects. However, they emphasised that the word sustainability is often used in economic analyses to mean a sustainable economic growth, independent of environmental or social aspects. So one must be careful with the word in Brazil. Sustainable development is more common when referring to the social-environmental concept of economic growth. Ingrid and
Vivian state that it is a complicated task to apply unified sustainability strategies in ports, since ports are run both by private and public actors and thus, prioritize different interests. This is also one major reason for the lack of proper establishment and evaluation of sustainability interventions. Ingrid said that there is a law, obligating port terminals to publish an environmental report every other year, but the weak follow-up system as well as a general low interest for these issues have resulted in that only a few operators bother to measure and publish such data.

According to Ingrid and Vivian, Brazil’s problem is that the perceptions of sustainability are abundant. Not only is the concept poorly understood, its content is dispersed among industries and actors, which lead to interpretative discrepancies that harm the overall development of sustainability. Domestic authorities and international companies tend to have a more coherent definition of and strategy towards sustainability, compared to local Brazilian businesses, and in interaction among these actors obligations and benefits become the only driving force to reach a common sustainable approach. Corporations are keen to obtain ISO-certificates and similar verifications are more driven to establish sustainability frames but with no such interest, only legislation steers the work, as the ladies explained. Similar to other respondents, Ingrid and Vivian pointed out the government as the main stakeholder that sets requirements for sustainability actions. In Brazil, this is specifically regulated by IBAMA, which deals with the details of what is possible to do by minimizing environmental impact but it do not work with improvements of strategies. Thus, a corporation, whose plans have been rejected by IBAMA, has the full responsibility itself of finding an alternative plan.

Also, both respondents discussed future challenges from two perspectives. The first one comprises tangible interventions in ports, such as waste handling, safety plans to reduce accidents and to overcome the current poor logistics planning. The main challenge for sustainability, however, lies in another dimension: how to overcome the poor governmental management in the country. As of today, many ports are controlled by authorities located in the capital. Therefore they lack both applied knowledge of ports and proximity to it. Because of that, it is common that decisions are not built on expertise but on subjective opinions. Furthermore, different authorities monitor different aspects of the port, resulting in that several instances enforce their own regulations without synchronization to other parties. This makes the comprehensiveness of port development irregular and if problems occur already in this phase, the path toward making the port act sustainably is more challenging.
4.4 Different approaches towards sustainability

Before investigating reasons for different approaches, it is relevant to discuss how these approaches actually vary. Abundant information was presented above, however, to fully understand the material and ease analytical process, we will summarize data that concerns the way companies define, work with and measure sustainability. To start with, the table below briefly summarises different perceptions of sustainability among respondents.

Table 3. Understanding of sustainability among actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elof Hansson</td>
<td><em>Economic aspect is the strongest</em>: profitability comes first</td>
<td><em>Environment</em>: control from raw materials to final products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Environment</em>: supplier’s and shippers’ responsibilities</td>
<td>Suppliers’ responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Social</em>: good conditions for employees</td>
<td><em>Legal</em>: compliance with Brazilian legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustainability should bring profit, otherwise - no interest</td>
<td>The concept should be driven by customers/suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maersk Line</td>
<td><em>Economic aspect is the strongest</em>: to guarantee long-term profitability and growth</td>
<td><em>Economic aspect is the strongest</em>: all actions are for business purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Environment</em>: reduce environmental footprint</td>
<td><em>Legal</em>: compliance with legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Social</em>: care for employees, enable better access to global trade</td>
<td><em>Social</em>: what is expected from society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustainability is a “must”, but it is equal to efficiency</td>
<td>Sustainability implies long-term vision, plan ahead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg Süd</td>
<td><em>Economic aspect is the strongest</em>: the company should earn profit first of all</td>
<td><em>Economic aspect is the strongest</em>: maximise profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Social aspect as second important</em>: care for employees, safety for vessels and seamen</td>
<td><em>Environmental</em>: reduce environmental footprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Environment</em>: reduce environmental footprint</td>
<td>Sustainability leads to operational efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Legal</em>: compliance with laws</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port representatives</td>
<td><em>Sustainable growth is decisive</em>: to handle increasing trade volumes</td>
<td><em>Sustainable development</em>: efficient planning in order to handle trade flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Social aspects</em>: provide working places</td>
<td><em>Economic aspects</em> are correlated with environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Environment</em>: reduce environmental footprint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In general, practices are considerably segmented, targeting particular aspects of sustainability. Shipping lines demonstrate a more comprehensive approach and in particular Maersk Line, who is the only respondent with a clearly defined strategy towards sustainability. This company is working proactively with these issues, trying to influence even other actors and stakeholders. For instance, they have a practice of increasing customers’ awareness in sustainability by commercialising this concept. On the contrary, Elof Hansson, for example, is expecting suppliers and shippers to take major responsibilities for sustainability issues, explaining its business position as an intermediary between stakeholder groups and thus not a direct influence on sustainability performance. Certification schemes were named by all respondents, as a way to facilitate integration of sustainability in the company, as is the case for Hamburg Süd or a way to fulfil customers’ demands in these certifications, as Elof Hansson does. Social programs are missing when it comes to the Brazilian perspective. Out of all respondents, shipping lines seem to have more profound measures towards this issue.

As is evident from empirical data, ports approach sustainability differently due to the role that they play in the network. They have to provide efficient infrastructure for transport coming in and out and handle these flows in a sustainable way. The port of Gothenburg covers both aspects, working towards the port’s expansion and controlling the environmental impact of transportation. However, Brazilian ports are still in the process of overcoming operational issues, such as ports' congestion and because of that, a limited comprehensiveness is expected.

Regarding measurability, the most apparent difference is that measurements of sustainability and public presentation of results are not widely practiced in Brazil, unless the company is international and thus, has to comply with internationally set standards. In general, the Swedish respondents did see the benefits of employing measurement tools that lead to better transparency and performance improvements. They also understood the purpose of doing so. The impression from the Brazilian interviewees was not the same. None of them stressed the incentives for measuring sustainability and publishing data, which was explained by lack of demand from the customers’ and government’s side. Finally, all European actors were unanimous that industries are lacking social indicators for sustainability, since it is complicated to define what the social dimension actually encompasses. The shipping lines emphasised that this issue has gained much interest and that a discussion about it is needed.
5. Analysis

In this analytical chapter, empirical findings will be discussed from a theoretical perspective and the conceptual framework, namely figure 5, will serve as a guideline. The first part has the purpose of guiding the reader into the main findings regarding perceptions of sustainability among various actors, while following sections will contain linkage to each of the layers in the model: stakeholders, institutions and business environment.

5.1 Reasons for different approaches

In coming this far in the thesis, it is appropriate to refresh earlier statements. As explained in the introductory chapter, the study aims to “investigate differences between actors’ approaches towards sustainability along the international logistics chain as well as implications of these differences”. This phrase has served as the overall focus when conducting the research, together with the main research question and its following sub-question:

RQ: What are the reasons for different understanding of sustainability in the international logistics chain?

SubQ: What are the consequences of these differences in the logistics chain?

With these statements in mind, we will conduct the analysis in a way that fulfils the research aim.

5.1.1 Different perceptions of sustainability

As was expected, there is no unified definition of sustainability in the business world. This became particularly clear when the comparison among the countries was conducted, as table 3 indicates. In order to capture the differences, the initial idea was to approach the definition from the triple bottom line view and thus the discussion with respondents was directed towards the three major sustainability aspects. Obviously, these dimensions were not treated equally and in some cases, not all of them were named. According to the empirical findings, the focus in Brazil turned out to lean towards a segmented understanding of sustainability, explained by Carroll’s model (Carroll 1991, p. 42) (figure 1), while in Sweden, there was a better integration of the concepts’ dimensions.

Since most of the actors named profitability as a first and foremost criterion for being sustainable, we find that the economic dimension of sustainability stands out. This is coherent
with Carroll’s model (Carroll 1991, p. 42), which has economic responsibilities as the base for sustainability. As Tomas from Elof Hansson said: “One can work around this [sustainability], talk about one thing or the other. But even if you are the world champion of ethics and environment and act nice to everyone, you will die [as a company] if you do not earn money”. Thus, he explicitly confirmed the economic dimension to be the root of efforts. In Brazil, this criterion was even stronger. Many respondents stated that since the economy in Brazil is at the developing stage, cost-orientation among companies is the main priority, automatically giving other dimensions of sustainability less scope. Even in the academic world in Brazil, the word “sustainability” is associated mostly with economic growth, according to external experts Indrid and Vivian. In addition to that, the fact that different economic development truly affects sustainability performance is also raised by Baughan et al. (2007), discussed in depth later in the analysis.

Furthermore, most companies interpret sustainability as a reduction of negative environmental impact. This was the second crucial responsibility after economy for the Swedish respondents. In turn, many Brazilian interviewees stressed that legal responsibility follows the economic dimension and thus, companies have to comply with these laws in order to proceed to the next stage of sustainability. Thus, Carroll’s pyramid (Carroll 1991, p. 42) can be referred to again and justifies our findings, since the regulative aspect is the next layer after economy. In Sweden, this dimension was also understood but none of the companies, except Hamburg Süd, emphasized that they clearly include legal responsibilities into the concept, which we interpret as that regulative institution plays a more significant role in Brazil than it does in Sweden. The social component was named by all Swedish actors, contrasting the Brazilian approach where social aspects were most often neglected. Therefore, we can see that Brazil is at the second stage of the sustainability pyramid, coping with institutional obstacles before it can move forward. Remarkably, the respondents did not discuss stakeholders’ requirements when defining sustainability, which is in contrast to what Hopkins (2011) suggests.

The statement of Bretzke and Barkawi (2013, p.3), “You cannot design what you cannot define”, serves as the overall explanation to what we experienced for our interviewees. Indeed, it differed among the actors and the companies with more comprehensive understanding of sustainability had more efficient strategies towards it too, including clear measurements. For example, Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd describe all sustainability aspects in detail, emphasize the positive effects and therefore work extensively with it. This has to do with other factors as well, which will be described further in the text.
As a general finding, the understanding of sustainability plays a significant role in how the concept should be dealt with. According to institutionalists Jennings and Zandbergen (1995, p.1025), “…the more typified and rationalized the concept of "sustainability" becomes, the greater the likelihood that some of its components will be accepted and legitimated by action in society, including business organization”. This is supported by what Mario from Maersk Line claimed. He argued that sustainability should be tangible in order for people to grasp the concept and start to care about it. If people have a concrete understanding of sustainability with its benefits as well as consequences of its neglect, they will be more motivated to comply with legislation and implement actions towards it. Thus, institutional theory helps us to define some of the differences among the perceptions.

It is interesting that none of the theorists develop a wide discussion about sustainability as a long-term originated concept. Only the Brundtland report (UN 1987) stresses that considerations of future generations should be raised when implementing sustainability, which was not as substantial a concern for the respondents. As argued by Bretzke and Barkawi (2013), defining sustainability from the perspective of preservation of resources is not sufficient for making people consider the concept and start acting towards it. We find this argument solid and the Brundtland report’s (UN 1987) suggestion as too vague to serve as a major driving force for companies to implement sustainability. Companies are too focused on concrete benefits, which is particularly true for Brazilian companies according to our empirical results. However, many interviewees emphasised that a long-term approach should be included when applying this concept into businesses. An understanding of sustainability from the future perspective accompanied by the benefits would be optimal, according to all Brazilian respondents.

5.1.2 Stakeholders

Reasons for different understandings of sustainability can be further explained from a stakeholder perspective, turning out to be quite distinguished among the countries. To understand the whole picture, stakeholder theory needs to be refreshed. Freeman’s (1984) argumentation of this theory rests upon his statement that the company is not fully self-sufficient but dependent on the external as well as internal environment for further development. This is to some extent in line with the thesis’ empirical findings. The fact that all respondents, independent of position in the logistics chain and country of origin, recognized the government and customers as the most important stakeholders proves that
companies are clearly not self-sufficient. What Freeman (1984) further suggests is that companies should consider stakeholder interests before making strategies. Our findings show that this is done with different enthusiasm among the actors. Apart from the shipping lines, the companies are quite passive in formulating strategies in consideration to stakeholders and often responsibility is passed on to be implemented by other relevant actors. This means that stakeholders have abundant scope to affect the company in focus and since the stakeholders are not actively considered, the consequence becomes that strategies are not only dependent but randomly imposed. Based on what was found during interviews with Elof Hansson, this seems to be the case, leading us to assume that sustainability is not that important after all. As a consequence of such variation, we argue that a consistent definition and understanding of sustainability is problematic to constitute in such environment.

It is also important to understand the different types of stakeholders that influence a corporation. Donaldson and Preston (1995) classify stakeholders as primary, covering investors, customers, suppliers and employees, and secondary, comprising trade associations, governments, communities and political groups. This classification as such might be reasonable but it is not fully applicable, according to our findings. Almost all respondents mentioned the government and customers as the by far greatest influencers on corporate actions and strategies regarding sustainability. Governments set the minimum legislative requirements and customers determine directions of sustainability actions. In Sweden, customers were named as the strongest force, creating demand for sustainability. External actor Stig from Stora Enso even claimed that the whole process of changing attitude towards sustainability in their company started when their major customers began to ask about information on the company’s environmental impact. But in Brazil, the customers’ demands are not as strong as in Sweden, leading to that actions towards sustainability are consequently not very strong. The government is therefore the most important stakeholder for Brazilian businesses. Hence, the reality and theory is not completely the same, considering that stakeholders’ classification is not static. A further proof of this could be that employees as a stakeholder group was not regarded as an equally important influencer of sustainability strategies in both countries and among all actors. Actors in Sweden turned out to have come longer down the path regarding employees’ issue than Brazilian actors.

From the shippers’ perspective, the stakeholder dimension is somewhat similar. Still, government and customers set the foundation of impact but besides that, Maersk Line stated that due to their superior position on the shipping market, they have to adapt a proactive
approach towards sustainability instead of only meeting expectations. Hamburg Süd argued for the same position even though not as strong as Maersk. To fully understand the driving force towards proactivity, the stakeholder theory needs to be complemented with the business context approach, to be further developed in later sections.

The port consultants claimed that stakeholders’ influence depends on how the port is run. Generally, the sustainability strategies are developed in accordance with legislation where a private port can expect a rather considerable external demand compared to public ports. Since the port of Gothenburg, for example, is driven by a public authority, the stakeholder perspective is not particularly relevant for the port. Hence, we find the theory that Donaldson and Preston (1995) present about primary and secondary stakeholders is not applicable to non-market driven organisations.

To conclude, when it comes to approaches towards sustainability, the model of primary and secondary stakeholders (Donaldson & Preston 1995) does not sufficiently describe how the stakeholders influence the corporation in focus. The main reason is that the impact of stakeholders tends to vary among industries and countries and the model does not capture this dynamic. As stated before, customers’ demand drives sustainability and the actors in Sweden emphasized high customers’ awareness and interest in sustainability. We believe that this partly explains why the Swedish approach towards sustainability is more explicit and efficient compared to the Brazilian one.

5.1.3 Institutions

As an additional tool for the stakeholder theory, we discussed institutional theory in order to explain the behaviour of actors in different circumstances, since a number of various institutions influence company’s decisions. Scott (1995) further classifies these institutions into three major categories, namely regulative, normative and cognitive, applied to this thesis.

A regulative institution is found to be dominant, when it comes to sustainability actions, which is in line with the statement of Jennings and Zandbergen (1995). One aspect we noted during the interviews was that the shipping lines behaved in a rather similar, proactive way. This phenomenon derives from institutional theory and DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) suggestion that companies behave similarly as a consequence of the fact that they met pressures by the same external laws and regulations. Since the industry is heavily regulated internationally, sea carriers work more extensively with environmental issues compared to
other actors in the chain. Thus, we find that the regulative pillar is the determining force that pushes the shippers towards isomorphism. Furthermore, Heckter et al. (1990) state that companies follow regulations of pure profit interest as the costs for non-compliance may impact financial performance. However, the rather proactive position of Maersk Line towards regulative institution questions this view. As Signe emphasised, the company even strives for stricter regulations in the industry, seeing it as a strong force for positive environmental changes. Because of that, we believe that institutional theory tries to explain company’s behaviour from the perspective of external aspects, omitting the factor of companies’ initiatives, not being forced by government or other institutions. The external influence has also been raised in discussion about a company’s stakeholders and similarly, the stakeholder theory does not fully explain the fact that approaches towards sustainability partly depend on the internal drivers. At the same time, we find that these internal managerial decisions do not exist in isolation, meaning that the company’s type and industry matter. This will be further developed in the business context section.

Indeed, regulative institutions set rules, control compliance, punish or incentivise depending on circumstances (DiMaggio & Powell 1983). Taking a broader perspective, Sweden and Brazil seem to cohere when it comes to regulations for the environment, where both countries conform to rather strict laws. However, Brazilian port representatives as well as external actors claim that the follow-up procedure is weak and overall poorly regulated. Ingrid and Vivian stated that control systems and penalisation are not efficient, which lead to decreased compliance with legislation. This partly explains why transparency is not on the due level in the country. Also, as mentioned before, terminals in the port are obliged to present environmental reports, but do not perform it on a regular basis since it is costly and as no sanctions will be raised if not published. In addition, not many social aspects, except general employment regulations, are enforced in Brazil compared to Sweden, which we interpret as one of the reasons for the hierarchical division in businesses in Brazil and the low interest in developing social aspects of sustainability. Overall, we find that the regulative approach targets important issues but that it is not sufficient by itself to explain the reasons for different approaches of sustainability.

To deepen that understanding, another group of institutions has to be raised. Identified by Scott (1995), normative aspects shape behaviour of the company by means of values and social obligations that are common in a particular environment. This type of institutions can also be observed in our empirical findings. For every actor there are different expectations
and norms that are dictated by the environment. In Brazilian companies, there were not many expectations towards social practices and because of that, these practices were not widely implemented. In Sweden, on the other hand, people in general has a more comprehensive understanding of sustainability’s importance and thus, it puts more pressure on businesses. Therefore, if a company operates within an industry with significant environmental impact, it is expected to implement certain practices towards improvement. For example, Mario from Maersk Line, stated that societal expectations play a big role in their company. Since regulative institution creates the framework for what the company has to comply with in terms of social aspects, we find the regulative approach prevailing the normative.

Finally, cognitive aspect is the last pillar in the framework, developed by Scott (1995). In a business perspective, this is seen through the company’s primary purpose, namely to be financially secured and bring profit. The importance of this pillar is observable when it comes to prioritization of sustainability dimensions since companies always value economic aspects when determining upon sustainability efforts. Because of this pillar’s obviousness, it does not assist us in explaining reasons for different approaches towards sustainability.

5.1.4 Business context

Another aspect that might suggest an explanation for different approaches towards sustainability, is the context the company operates within. As a primary factor, the country’s economic development affects performance and secondary, industry and type of business influence a lot. This can be concluded from the differences in answers of our respondents and it is coherent with Baugan et al. (2007), claiming that different economic systems lead to different priorities of sustainability. For example, Europe leans towards the environmental aspect, compared to US where a rather philanthropic view dominates. The authors do not explicitly regard the case for Latin America but from the interviews findings we can clearly confirm that economic climate matters. Sweden, as the wealthy, high skilled labor country, has come to a certain degree in development where both required knowledge and financial resources exist to deal with sustainability issues. This was not seen in Brazil, where the market is emerging and does not allow this yet. UN (2007) extend this theory by claiming that in emerging markets, such as Brazil, the involvement of the sustainability is growing and the need to cope with environmental degradation is acute, but due to its growth, priorities such as environment are not applicable in current situation. Thus, what UN and Baugan et al. (2007) state is in line with what we found throughout the interviews.
Furthermore, depending on companies’ size, it is fair to expect different scope of sustainability practices. Argued by Inyang (2013), big international corporations are in focus with not only potentially greatest budget but with greatest risk to public criticism. Thus, they need to take a rather strong proactive standpoint in the question. From that point of view, the theory seems to be applicable in the reality, since the largest companies we interviewed were the shippers who also had the most developed sustainability strategies. Furthermore, Inyang (2013) suggests that medium and small companies would have a more limited input in such strategic development, which seems reasonable. For example, Elof Hansson can be referred to as a relatively small enterprise and its size clearly mirrors its sustainability effort. However, we find a considerable limitation in the theory. If only this aspect is considered, it will be unclear if the reason for the shipping company’s involvement in sustainability mainly depends on its size or other factors, such as heavy international regulations or pressure from customers, as our findings suggest. Surely, a company's size does affect, but with such power, the firms would practically be able to ignore sustainability issues and still remain strong. Because of that, Inyang’s (2013) argumentation fails in comprehensiveness and we argue that other perspectives need be added in order to understand different approaches towards sustainability.

Another important aspect to lift is the differences among industries, which we found to be quite determining when sustainability was discussed. Carbone et al. (2012) argue that differences in sustainability performance can vary considerably among industries and that stakeholders put the most pressure. As we were talking to representatives from mainly three different industries, namely paper trading, shipping and port services, it turned out that their effort was different. As mentioned, Elof Hansson has a rather defensive approach towards sustainability which goes for both Sweden and Brazil. But both offices reported that its suppliers contracted are obligated to conform to sustainability requirements, meaning that Elof Hansson does care about sustainability even with absence of a direct contribution. Still, what the customer asks for is what at the very end will be delivered. Based on that, our understanding is that if customer does not ask for such products, there is no incentive for the company to develop sustainability, which seems characterize trading houses. This finding is in line with what Kechiche & Soparnot (2012) suggest: The smaller scale of businesses, the more isolated from each other the three main sustainability aspects become, as in the case of Elof Hansson.
From the shipping industry’s perspective, the view is different. The sustainability aspect is rather well developed compared to the other industries, as mentioned before. However, the industry factor should be complemented with other dimensions. Because of its significant part of emissions worldwide, the transport industry is among the primary actors targeted when sustainability is discussed. In addition to the industry factor, we also want to raise that the potentially strict control from stakeholders as well as the company’s advantageous position as market leader may force the shippers to take an active sustainability approach. Even though industry as such matters, it is clear that stakeholders and institutions do affect sustainability perceptions.

To conclude, we argue that there is a correlation between institutions, stakeholders and business context when it comes to sustainability perceptions, as it was suggested in our conceptual framework (figure 5). However, all aspects need to be considered and are not sufficient if applied independently. Thus, a combination of these theories contributes to the most solid explanation to why sustainability is perceived differently in the logistics chain.

5.1.5 Aspects not explained by the theory

In addition to our presented findings, some other aspects are important to raise as strong influencers, which the chosen theory lacks explanation for or simply ignores. These issues encompass discrepancies on a national level and primarily, the perception of time and value of the future is regarded as differently among the countries. Swedish respondents never explicitly emphasized that the corporation holds a long-term approach for its operations but when comparing their strategies and goals with the Brazilian actors, it became obvious. Likely, the Swedish society’s structure impacts in a subliminal way and corporations established in Sweden are aware that a long time frame is required in order to stay in business. Then, Brazil applies the reverse approach. For instance, Mario at Maersk Line claimed that Brazilian people have a “here and now”-perspective of time. They live for today and do not bother with concerns about the future. Because of that, it is difficult for people to understand sustainability due to its rather long-term orientation. This was further discussed with Daniel from Berneck who argued that profitability today is a most important matter. Social aspects, in terms of wage differences, were also related to the discussion in the sense that if you live on a low salary, which most of the Brazilian citizens do, the focus becomes to survive instead of planning the future. Stig from Stora Enso also stated that for developing countries, the most crucial aspect has to be dealt with before sustainability aspects such as proper labor conditions
and environmental regulations can be established. Therefore, we argue that time perceptions clearly form sustainability approaches.

Another factor, which relates to far more issues than what sustainability is concerned, is the governmental management and how it is conducted. All Brazilian actors interviewed, recognized their government as poorly organized with a complex system of different executive bodies, legislating without synchronization of decisions. Discussion was also raised regarding some port authorities’ lack of specialized applicable port knowledge, resulting in unequal dispersion of resources. For the port, Jonas argued, this kind of management is specifically harmful since insufficient organization leads to problems such as congestions and stagnated innovation. In the end, this may result in hampered growth since this hassle slows trading procedures considerably. No Swedish respondent emphasized any considerable managerial issues in the Swedish government.

Based on our findings, the short-time perspective and poor management affect the Brazilian attitude towards sustainability. The seriousness of the concept is not valued particularly significantly compared to Sweden, which indicates a rather strict approach. When governmental management is poorly organized and when consequences in the future are not of concern, we see that sustainability becomes a rather unimportant concept, forming the attitude.

5.2 Consequences of different approaches towards sustainability

It becomes evident from primary data collected that different approaches towards sustainability do not affect relations between investigated actors in the logistics chain where a rather broad scope of approaches are applied. We suggest that the major consequence of various perceptions turns into an issue when it comes to customers’ understanding and behaviour. Customers in general are reluctant to pay extra for sustainability, not ranking it as a high priority. In addition, the less comprehensive understanding of sustainability in Brazil automatically leads to a decreased demand for it. Many people and companies treat sustainability as a costly and complicated concept, not a concern of theirs. But in Sweden awareness of sustainability is rather high and the general demand for sustainable solutions is stronger than in Brazil. Despite this, almost all respondents stated that the interest in it is growing significantly, but the main problem remains: When it all comes down to decisions, the cheapest options are still preferable over sustainability.
We argue that low level of discrepancies in the investigated logistics chain partly can be explained by a low level of expertise among customers. When parties negotiate, it often happens that one party does not possess the necessary expertise and relies on the service provider. Additionally, when sustainability requirements are set, not much negotiation about its perceptions takes place between actors. The process is more straightforward: Either you comply with our sustainability standards or we find another partner.

If we look beyond the logistics chain in focus, we notice a number of coordination issues, related to institutional entities as consequences. For instance, almost all respondents expressed concerns about SECA rules, explaining that potential increase of prices for sea transport may lead to switch of transport modes where land transport may be prioritised over sea carriers. The shipping lines raised the interesting question of abundant number of legislations globally, including environmental standards, and claimed that unification of a regulative framework would facilitate more efficient operations. Coordination issues were apparent in Brazil with its complicated environmental regulations and mentioned already poor compliance.

Finally, as it was expected, measuring sustainability is a challenging task, that can be said to be a result of unclear perception of sustainability. Quantitative measures such as emission rates and budget goals were described as the least troublesome, while social aspects were regarded as more problematic to measure and present considering that indicators for these aspects are not evident. The issue seems to be relevant for shipping industries. Maersk Line, for instance, is currently working on creating these standards. Here, the statement of Bretzke and Barkawi (2013, p.3), “You cannot design what you cannot define”, deserves acknowledgement again. As long as there is weak understanding of sustainability components, the measurability process will be dispersed as well as the validity of the data presented can be questioned. In Brazil, however, even measurements of the environmental dimension are not paid attention to, which lead to the situation when western corporations experience significant difficulties dealing with local companies in emerging markets; the transparency is low and these companies may simply be avoided by global enterprises.
6. Conclusions

This final chapter will conclude our research with major findings obtained during investigation of the different actors in the chosen case study. Firstly, the aim of the research will be described. Further, answers on the research questions as well as discussion upon their implications will presented. Lastly, this discussion will lead to suggestions for further research.

The study aims to investigate differences between actors’ approaches towards sustainability along the international logistics chain as well as implications of these differences.

The theoretical background identified that the sustainability content is truly dispersed. Upon this fact, we found it important to investigate the reasons for this phenomenon as well as the consequences of this in the international business chain with Sweden and Brazil as countries in focus. However, some considerations have to be made regarding the research purpose. In the primary stage of this study, we assumed the international business chain to be a static concept that would be sufficient to serve our research aim. But the scope of this chain was not enough to fully understand the nature of the problem raised and a rather broad perspective was included in our findings.

Our first research question is:

What are the reasons for different understanding of sustainability in the international logistics chain?

Our suggested conceptual framework (figure 4) helps us to explain what forces affect company’s sustainability performance. Firstly, we can conclude that independent of business context, sustainability actions are stakeholder driven for all actors. Customers and government are by far the strongest influencers. The government will impose the minimum requirements, but it is the customer that drives the demand for sustainability. In Sweden, this stakeholder group is more powerful and thus the country demonstrates better performance in sustainability compared to Brazil, where customers in general do not have a substantial impact due to their cost orientation, low interest and educational limitations. Secondly, poor institutional management complicates processes of sustainability. This has to do with the fact
that a considerable part of the sustainability concept is imposed by governmental legislation. When synchronization among legislative bodies is low, the penalization system is not in place and regulations are constantly changing, the level of compliance to laws becomes low. With such issues, the path towards full integration of sustainability becomes problematic. This situation is particularly the case for Brazil. Even with major improvements, several other issues have to be settled before developing sustainability in the country. Thirdly, sustainability is a very contextual concept, which further explains differences in sustainability approaches. Such factors as country, industry and company type matter. Larger enterprises, in our case shippers, demonstrate more comprehensive understanding of the concept, which can also be explained by the nature of the logistics industry that is heavily regulated.

However, our conceptual framework does not explain every affecting factor. After conducting the research we can conclude that differences in understanding of sustainability also have to do with cultural aspects. In particular, time perceptions turn out to affect the perceptions. The short-term perspective in Brazil influences people’s attitude: individuals and companies want to achieve results immediately and benefits of effective planning are not widely recognized which is reasonable when you live “here and now”. In such a context, the concept of sustainability is not applicable efficiently, compared to Sweden with its strategic vision towards future outcomes.

**The second research question is:**

*What are the consequences of these differences in the logistics chain?*

Interestingly, the investigated chain did not demonstrate any significant discrepancies in terms of different perceptions. The effects can be seen though in a wider scope. Different attitudes towards sustainability are apparent among customers, who in general are reluctant to pay extra for sustainability options. Additionally, various approaches may impact trading pattern between countries; if companies in a particular national context are not transparent and do not work with sustainability explicitly, their competitive advantage is lowered, making them less attractive partners for international companies. Finally, a non-standardised approach complicates measurability of sustainability, which concerns particularly the social dimension; not many actors understand which indicators should be used and thus this data is seldom collected and presented.
6.1 Suggestions for further research

Based on the results of this thesis, we find several aspects for further research interesting to investigate. Firstly, in order for people to understand and value sustainability, the benefits of complying with it, as well as the consequences of neglecting it, have to be obvious. Secondly, the long-time perspective of this concept makes actors reluctant to implement it since the distance between cost and benefit is too far. Hence, the question becomes: How can you make sustainability tangible?

Furthermore, all respondents named customers as primary stakeholders, not only affecting the company as such but to be the driving force for implementing sustainability strategies. Paradoxically, almost every interviewee also mentioned customers as reluctant to pay extra for sustainability. How can this paradox be explained?

As the scope of affecting parameters for every actor in the chain turned out to be much wider than we primarily thought, several factors were added into the considerations. One of them was culture, as time perception turned out to have substantial influence on the perception. To change a person’s behavior and beliefs is far more complex than a knowledge-based understanding. Thus, how can you overcome cultural differences in perceptions of sustainability?

Finally, one of the main problems with sustainability is that all actors have their own definition of the concept and apply it in accordance to their own surroundings. A solution to this problem, leaning towards a better cooperation, would most likely improve the overall contributions to sustainable development. Therefore, a question interesting to investigate would be: Will unified international standards facilitate the understanding of and contribution to sustainability?
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Appendix

1. Interview guide

1. How do you define sustainability?
   - Do you pay equal attention to all aspects of sustainability? (economic, social, environmental)
   - According to you, what is sustainable logistics?

2. Do you have a specific strategy towards sustainability?
   - If so, how do you implement it?
   - Do you have any standards such as ISO needed to be followed?
   - What forces are behind your sustainable decisions?

3. How do you measure your sustainability performance?
   - Do you face any obstacles with measurements?
   - Do you measure your sustainability performance using indicators? If, yes which indicators do you use?

4. Is your way of valuing sustainability coherent with the companies you work with in your logistics chains?
   - Do you discuss/agree sustainability standards with your logistics supply chain partners?

5. Do you perceive any discrepancies among actors in your supply chain regarding sustainability?

6. What are your most important stakeholders?
   - Do you experience a lot of pressure from stakeholders?
   - What actors do shape your sustainability strategies the most?

7. In terms of sustainability, what do you see as the main three challenges in improving your logistics supply chain performance in..

   ... the next year?
   ...next 5 years?
   ... next 10 years?
## 2. List of interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Representative</th>
<th>Interview type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Elof Hansson, office in Gothenburg (Sweden) | **Tomas Hultgren**, Senior Vice President (paper division)  
**Petter Olsson**, Area manager (shipping division)  
**Annika Eriksson**, Sales manager (paper division) | Face-to-face group interview, 1 hour |
| 2. Port of Gothenburg | **Anna Jiven**, Environmental Manager | Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes |
| 3. Maersk Line, office in Gothenburg | **Charlotte Evans Blomberg**, Communication Manager | Face-to-face interview, 30 minutes |
| 4. Maersk Line, office in Copenhagen (Denmark) | **Signe Bruun Jensen**, Senior Global Advisor, Environment and CSR | Telephone interview, 30 minutes |
| 5. Hamburg Süd, office in Gothenburg | **Petra Hjortmarker**, Sales Manager | Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes |
| 6. Hamburg Süd, office in Hamburg (Germany) | **Frank Dubielzig**, Sustainability Manager | Telephone interview, 1 hour |
| 7. Stora Enso logistics, office in Gothenburg | **Stig Wiklund**, Vice President | Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes |
| 8. Maersk Line, office in Sao Paulo (Brazil) | **Mario Veraldo**, Sales director | Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes |
| 9. Hamburg Süd, office in Sao Paulo | **Fabio Grandchamp**, Procurement and Business Intelligence Manager | Face-to-face interview, 1 hour |
**Vanessa Salgado**, Foreign Trade Analysts  
**Ednea Synthes**, Sales department  
**Nurya Fernanda Saito**, Sales department | Face-to-face group interview, 40 minutes |
| 11. Elof Hansson, office in Curitiba (Brazil) | **Fabio Waldruiges**, Area Manager | Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes |
| 12. Berneck, office in Curitiba | **Daniel Kokot**, Sales Manager | Face-to-face interview, 40 minutes |
| 13. Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianopolis (Brazil) | **Enzo Morrosini Frazzon**, Professor  
**Jonas Mendes Constan, Project Manager** | Face to face group interview, 1 hour |
| 14. Grupo Curimbaba, office in Sao Paulo | **Fabrizio De Paulis**, Corporate Logistics Manager | Face-to-face interview, 1 hour |
| 15. University of Sao Paulo | **Vivian Merola**, Consultant  
**Ingrid Maria Öberg**, earlier employed at IBAMA as reginal chef | Face-to-face group interview, 1 hour |